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1 Introduction

Now at the age of information technology and globalization the role and environment of
manufacturing and logistics has been changed or is changing also today. The depth of
manufacturing is being reduced and the manufacturing facilities of international organi-
zations are concentrated to locations far from each other, consequently the importance
of logistic services is increased. The electronic communication channels (WAN, LAN,
Web) and tools (Electronic Data Interchange, EDI messages over the Internet instead of
direct telecommunications [99], internet and wireless technologies) integrated comput-
erized and intelligent systems support this development process. From the computer
aided manufacturing (CAM) through computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) and
now up to the holonic- moreover the digital factory model a lot of research and appli-
cations have been made also in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and the intelligent
manufacturing systems (IMS). Expert systems are the earliest realizations of intelligent
systems. Artificial neural networks (ANN) mimic the processing characteristics of the
nervous system and operates on the lower level of intelligence. These methods seem
to be appropriate for dealing with perception even with tasks for combined percep-
tion and cognition. In the past years there were successful applications for integrating
neural networks with expert systems and with fuzzy techniques.

Intelligent manufacturing systems are expected to solve unprecedented, unforeseen
situations and problems, even on the basis of incomplete and imprecise information
(Hatvany, 1983)[49]. Growing complexity is one of the most significant characteris-
tics of today’s manufacturing, which is manifested not only in manufacturing systems,
but also the products to be manufactured, in the process and the company structures
(Wiendahl and Scholtissek, 1994) [115]. L. Monostori et al. (1998) [77] surveyed ap-
proaches for solving unforeseen changes and complexity problems in order to outline
further development. To overcome these problems some new paradigms were devel-
oped.

Event driven reactive system models (Szelke and Márkus, 1994)[100] and the proac-
tive models requiring sampling and real-time monitoring (Szelke and Monostori, 1995)
[101] can be distinguished. In 1996 B. Kádár et al. developed a reactive cell manage-
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ment system combining an expert system (ES) with artificial neural network (ANN).
The solution quality was improved by simultaneously focusing on the resource and the
order (ReDs, Hadavi et al. 1992) [48] and (OPIS, Own and Smith, 1998) [84]. A hier-
archical structured monitoring system with hybrid ES and ANN solution (HYBEXP)
was developed at the Computer and Automation Research Institute of the Hungar-
ian Academy of Sciences (Monostori, 1995)[76]. The manufacturing system models are
considered dynamic and discrete event systems from modelling point of view. The main
modelling approaches for reactive and proactive scheduling can be built on graphical
and simulation techniques, constraint satisfaction, artificial neural network, genetic
algorithm or stochastic and fuzzy models.

Significant research effort has been made to develop distributed artificial intelligence
(DAI). An agent is a virtual entity, able to perceive, act, communicate, reproduce
child agents and has its own objectives and autonomous behavior. Multi agent systems
(MAS) are composed of autonomous agents cooperating with each other to reach com-
mon goals while simultaneously pursuing individual objectives. The structure of agent
ranges from strict hierarchy to total heterarchy. Heterarchical structure provides high
level of autonomy and decision making for low-level entities while hierarchical control
involves command-response relationship between entities on different levels. Most of
the manufacturing control architectures within the realized CIM system were hierarchi-
cal. Next to their advantages such as resource allocation, easy mapping to real control,
they have problems with reactivity to disturbances [28]. J. Hatvany (among others)
suggested the self-organizing biological systems and introduced heterarchical control.
The new paradigm aimed at an improved reactivity of disturbances unfortunately the
heterarchical systems have problems with optimal solution and predictability [13].

Holonic systems -one of the newest paradigms of manufacturing- consists of au-
tonomous, intelligent, flexible and cooperative agents (holons). Entities posses a cer-
tain degree of autonomy but the incorporation of hierarchy ensures the improvement
of reactivity to disturbances and a high level of predictability.

The complexity of the problem and the associated uncertainties necessitate the
application of learning techniques to get closer to working IMSs (Monostori, 2003)
[78]. The main trends of machine learning approaches to manufacturing are as follows.

• ANNs are natural tools at lower level of IMSs where abilities of sensor integra-
tion, signal processing, uncertainty handling, real-time and adaptive functions
are required.

• ANNs are applied as general information processing blocks with learning abilities.

• Programmable ANN chips (e.g cellular neural networks T. Roska and Rodrigues-
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Vazques, 2000)[93] gave a new impulse to ANN applications.

• Neuro-fuzzy approaches are prospective tools of numerous problems in manu-
facturing where real-time nature, learning ability uncertainty handling and both
symbolic and numeric information are essential.

• The future belongs to the integrated approaches (Egresits et al. 1998)[32].

Experiences show -as it is expressed in the last item- that the future can’t be
expected from a unique, general solution. The multi-agent systems also become unre-
alistic beyond a certain problem size, first of all due to the rapidly increasing commu-
nication burden. Similarly the very powerful genetic algorithms are not appropriate
for very large problems. Perhaps the necessary communication can be decreased by
virtual enterprise model (expanded holonic model).

Nowadays the above outlined manufacturing systems are embedded into supply
chain channels, further increasing the complexity of them and giving a numerous num-
ber of topics for researchers. The discussed research subject in this dissertation leads
to the domain of logistics so the next chapter is devoted to overview the development
of logistics and the used intelligent technologies there.
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2 Intelligent technologies in logistics

2.1 The development of logistics

The word logistics is of Greek origin derived from logo = to think or from logistikos
= to think logically. Other authors interpret the word from French or Latin origin. In
the Roman legions they were the logistic units who supplied foodstuff and provided
encampment for the troops. Up to the middle of the 20th century the methodical
and organized application of logistics was specific to the armies and its activities were
extended by transportation of munition, arms and troops. From the end of the 19th
century the terminology of logistics has been used also in the English literature after
A. H. Jomini (French General) [87]. In 1917 Cyrus Thorpe (American military pro-
fessionalist) defined the logistics one of the three main factors -next to strategy and
tactics- of the warfare science. In the Second World War for instance 50 - 60 % of the
American soldiers were responsible for logistic tasks.

In the first Iraqian war 380000 soldiers, 163582 tons of munition had to be trans-
ported to the location during one month. In the evolution period 12435 tracked vehicle
and 33100 other military vehicles had to be delivered to the war area.

Te successful application of logistics in the warfare science attracted the attention
of industrial and business experts in the middle of the 20th century. It became evident
that efficient solution of raw material and finished goods transportation inside and
between factories, loading and unloading, storage and stock keeping and the involved
information flow requires system approach and instead of striving for optimum of the
elements the system optimum should be sought [87].

2.2 The logistics today and its future trends

Development of logistics can be followed by the definitions that have been used since
the seventies. The initial definitions concentrated to the system approach (R. Gysi,
1975). At the end of the eighties the importance of the information flow was emphasized
(Jünemann, 1989) [87] owing to the inevitable incursion of information technologies. In
the definitions the German literature focused to the technical aspects of the question,
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2.2. THE LOGISTICS TODAY AND ITS FUTURE TRENDS

on the contrary the English language literature preferred the marketing and business
approach.

The speed-up of product development, the reduction of product life-time, the open
competition and seeking for further cost reduction necessitated the continuous devel-
opment and extension of supply-manufacturing-distribution relationship. The quick
improvement of manufacturing systems created disharmony. In the nineties the man-
ufacturing time was only 15% of the total run-through time. The objective of the
Just In Time concept -zero stock- further reduced the storage times and the outsourc-
ing translocated certain activities to qualified suppliers simplifying this way the core
business activities. The application of Kanban (Toyota) and MRP methods supported
the management of wide and complex supplier-customer networks. The Supply Chain
Management concept (SCM) embraces diverse supplier-customer network from the raw
material provider to the end consumer.

This kind of complex logistic and manufacturing systems are inconceivable without
integrated computerized systems, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and nowadays
intelligent computerized systems. The main activities of logistics are focused on the
raw-material flow, others onto the the inside factory material movement while cer-
tain activities on sales and distribution. Nowadays marketing and logistics approach
to each other at least on three areas: purchasing, sales and after-sales services. The
procurement-marketing reveals the opportunities on the supplier market, evaluates
suppliers and makes decisions on buying or manufacturing. The sales-marketing inves-
tigates the consumer motivations and habits, how to influence these things and how to
maximize sales revenue or rather profit. The after-sales logistics investigates the spare
part needs and the supply follow up.

It must be noted that reverse logistics is a progressive branch of logistics aiming
to integrate used, reusable, recyclable, aged and damaged product-care into the logis-
tic chain to extend the tasks of manufacturers for the environment protection. The
partners in the reverse logistics are: manufacturers, consumers, the state, authorities,
recycling dismantling factories, logistic companies and dealers. Figure 2.1 simplifies
the supply chain extended with reverse logistic but it worth mentioning that hundreds
of companies can be involved with the end product manufacturer in the centre. On
the right hand side there are distributors and retailers providing end products to the
consumers while on the left hand side there are suppliers from raw materials to semi
finished products.

Now the general opinion of the experts is: competition between companies is re-
placed by competition between supply chains. There is a common interest of the chain
members to improve the quality of the products and the service level of the consumers.
It is not surprising from this objective that not only strict supplier selection criteria
are established but the chain members cooperate in efficiency, cost and reject improve-
ment projects (benchmarking) share certain business data and provide training to each
other.
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2.3. INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOLVING LOGISTIC PROBLEMS

The evolution and development of the supply chain concept was stimulated by sys-
tem approach and incursion of integrated information systems in order to give flexible
response to consumer requirements. The future trends are as follows:

• the ratio of ordered products, the role of contract manufacturing and the intelli-
gent manufacturing systems will be increased,

• specialization will be increased, the depth of manufacturing, similarly the depth
of service will be decreased, the role of procurement-marketing and the supply-
logistics is going to be increased,

• multinational companies have many operation sites all over the world that will
further increase and intensify the supply and distribution channels,

• integration of distribution chains may be increased,

• more frequent and ever smaller order units have to be managed,

• the role of reverse logistics is going to be increased,

• importance of information and intelligent technologies will be increased in schedul-
ing and optimization of logistic processes,

The scenario above comes from the present trends of the world. It does not take
several key-questions of the future into account. The most important one is the energy,
more specifically the fuel of the internal combustion engines that give the major part
of the transportation vehicles. The world is running out of the crude oil and not
ready for the technological change that may drastically influence not only the future
trends of the logistics but the world itself. The analysis of these questions -despite the
importance- is not the topic of this study.

2.3 Intelligent technologies for solving logistic prob-
lems

In this section a literature review is given about the intelligent methods used or re-
searched recently in the supply chain and the related fields. It is not the purpose
to give a detailed description of the intelligent techniques only to introduce the most
frequent applications (the given examples do not mean any priority in excellence or
other qualification).

• A lot of research effort is devoted to supply chain modelling. The supply chain
systems are very complex containing 20 - 40 first level suppliers and as many
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2.3. INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOLVING LOGISTIC PROBLEMS

Figure 2.1: Supply Chain with reverse logistic

first level distributors. In the second level this number can be several hundreds.
Consequently these models try to focus a certain part of the business or a selected
aspect of the chain: kanban and just-in-time philosophy by Sh. Wang and B.R.
Sarker [116], strategic and tactical models, algorithm design [44], [37], [83], [27],
[81].

• There are numerous researches applying Intelligent Agents (IA) and Multi Agent
Systems (MAS) for supply chain problems: MAS for vehicle transshipment in a
seaport by T. Fischer and H. Gehring [33], agent-based supply chain manage-
ment for refinery application by N. Julka, I. Karimi and R. Srinivasan [57], a
blackboard-based negotiation by T. Ito and M.R. Salleh [54], a multi-agent bid-
ding in a long-term contract market by D.J. Wu et al [117], management and
coordination mechanism for auctions [118], [60].

• The relationship between supply chain management and the development of in-
formation technology is vitally important. According to the supply chain defin-
ition of some authors: “Its primary focus is the efficient physical distribution of
final products from the manufacturers to the end users in an attempt to replace
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2.3. INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOLVING LOGISTIC PROBLEMS

inventories with information” [103]. EDI technology is affordable only for the
big corporations but the internet application provides certain alternatives for the
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [99]. At the same time there are a
lot of improvement possibilities on the electronic marketplace management [47],
[37].

• Optimization methods are necessary for solving supply chain related problems
and are used as embedded body procedures of intelligent agents: for ware-
house space capacity and delivery time window considerations in dynamic lot-
sizing problems [55], genetic algorithm-based heuristic for dynamic integrated
forward/reverse logistics network for 3PLs [61] and [120].

• Although the application of the hybrid systems doesn’t belong to the most fre-
quent ones, it is probably the viable approach for very large and complex prob-
lems such as supply chain: hybrid case based neural network approach for sup-
plier relationship management system [23], production planning for multi-site
manufacturing system [40].

• Beside the most frequently used techniques there are examples for the applica-
tion of Fuzzy set theory, game theory, object-oriented modelling and simulation,
kanban and just-in-time philosophy: fuzzy approach for vendor selection by M.
Kumar et al. [64] and market modelling by M. Bogataj and J. Usenik [12], a
game theory application for solving transshipment problems by P.M. Reyes [91],
object-oriented modelling and simulation of integrated production distribution
systems by A. Alfieri and R. Brandimarte [1].
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3 Literature review of the Vehicle Routing Prob-
lem

3.1 Definition and VRP variants

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) was defined about 40 years ago and up to now
it is one of the most challenging combinatorial optimization task. The objective is to
design the optimal set of routes for vehicles in order to supply goods to customers with
known demands on minimum-cost provided the vehicles start from and terminate at
the depot.

The VRP is a well known NP hard problem -originating from Dantzing and Ramser
in the fields of transportation, and logistics. Computational effort required to solve this
problem which increases exponentially with the problem size. In some market sectors,
transportation represents a high percentage of the value added to goods. Therefore,
the utilization of computerized methods for transportation often results significant
savings ranging from 5% to 20% in the total costs reported by Toth and Vigo [14].
The annual cost of travel expenses in the USA was estimated at 45 billion USD in
1997 [14]. Thinking of the magnitude of the travel expenses all over the world the
importance of the question and the saving possibilities can be easily assessed.

Some of the most useful applications of VRPTW include bank deliveries (Lambert
et al. 1993) [65], postal deliveries (Mechti et al. 2001) [70], industrial refuse collection
(Golden et al. 2001) [45], national franchise services (Russel 1995) [94], school bus
routing (Bracca et al. 1994) [15], industrial gases delivery (Campbell et al. 2001)[19]
and JIT manufacturing (Vaidyanathan et al. 1999) [113].

The VRP problem has several variants. (The feasibility statements below refer only
to the problem specific ones).

• Capacitated VRP (CVRP): Every vehicle has a limited and uniform capacity. A
solution is feasible if the total quantity assigned to each route does not exceed
the capacity of the vehicle.

• VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW): Every customer has to be supplied within
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3.2. SOLUTION APPROACHES FOR VRP WITH TIME WINDOWS

a certain time window. A solution is feasible if the service to customers is started
within given time windows. At soft time widows a late service does not affect
the feasibility of the solution but incurs penalty.

• Multiple Depot VRP (MDVRP): The vendor uses more than one depot to supply
the customers.

• VRP with Pick-Up and Delivery (VRPPD): Customers may return some goods
to the depot.

• The Vehicle Routing Problem with Backhauls (VRPB): Similar to VRP with
Pick-Up and Delivery, the exception is that all deliveries for each route must be
completed before any pickups are made.

• Split Delivery VRP (SDVRP): Customers may be served by different vehicles.

• Stochastic VRP (SVRP): Some values (such as number of customers, their de-
mands, service time or travel time) are random.

• Periodic VRP (PVRP): Deliveries may be done in some days. A vehicle may
not return to the depot on the same day it departs. Over an m-day period, each
customer must be visited at least once.

• Satellite VRP: Satellite replenishment allows drivers to continue deliveries until
the end of their shift without necessarily returning to the central depot. This
situation arises primarily in the distribution of fuels and certain retail items.

3.2 Solution approaches for VRP with Time Win-
dows

Regarding the VRP with Time Windows is an NP hard problem it means that above
50 customers the application of exact methods [67] are not suggested and authors
design heuristics. The solution of the problem can be divided into three phases. In the
first phase an initial -or in case of multistart search more than one- feasible solution
is generated then it is improved in the local search phase until the local minima or
maxima is reached. The local search is embedded in metaheuristic -including intelligent
techniques- to guide the search and help to escape the local minima (or maxima) to
reveal new regions of the solution space.
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3.2. SOLUTION APPROACHES FOR VRP WITH TIME WINDOWS

3.2.1 Initial route construction heuristics

These heuristics can be divided into two main groups, one of them is the one phase-
the other is the group of two phase heuristics. Each of them can be sequential and
parallel. Sequential algorithms build the routes for vehicles one by one. They analyse
the “best” insertion place and the right customer, using a cost function -objective
function- for the selection. Parallel algorithms build the routes in parallel or several
routes in parallel. Sometimes a pre-processing is necessary to compute the required
data. Some examples for the sequential route construction are as follows
[111]:

a, Sequential nearest neighbour heuristics are quite myopic, result poorly separable
routes (Tyagi 1968, Baker and Schaffer 1986 [110], Solomon 1987 [98], Balakrishan
1993 [7]).

b, Sequential saving heuristics result high route utilization (Clarke and Wright 1964
[25]). Some authors extended the saving criteria (Gaskell 1967 [38], Yellow 1970
[119], Paessens 1988 [85]).

c, Sequential insertion heuristics tend to create routes to full vehicle utilization at
the expense of travel time. The first application was made by Mole and Jameson
(1976) [75]. Baker and Schaffer (1986) [6] and Solomon (1987) [98] proposed different
insertion criteria for time windows problem.

Parallel route construction:

a, The main characteristics of the parallel nearest neighbour heuristics are similar to
that of sequential nearest neighbour.

b, Parallel saving heuristics give good quality separable routes (Clarke and Wright
1964) [25]. Some authors tried to keep and update long saving list in order to
improve the results (Golden 1977 [46], Nelson et al. 1988 [80], Bodin 1983 [11]).
Van Landeghem extended the saving criterion with a time dependent part (1988)
[112].

c, Generalized saving heuristics are the generalization of the parallel saving heuris-
tics because not only nodes but entire routes can be merged to make a new route
(Altinkemer and Gavish 1991 [2], and Desrochers and Verhoog 1989 [30]).

d, At parallel insertion heuristics the routes are initialized by seeds and the best in-
sertion place is evaluated by determined insertion criteria. The utilization of the
routes is not good although the built routes are well separable.
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3.2. SOLUTION APPROACHES FOR VRP WITH TIME WINDOWS

e, Parallel assignment-based heuristics are similar to the parallel insertion heuristics
but the unrouted selection is made by the generalized assignment problem, while at
the insertion the TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem) to be solved.

The two-phase heuristics consecutively apply sequential route building heuristics for
seed selection purposes then use these seeds for parallel route construction (Christofides
et al. 1979 [24], Potvin and Rousseau 1993 [86]).

3.2.2 Improvement heuristics or local searches.

Let x be a given problem instance, denote S(x) the set of feasible solutions and fx the
objective function of the optimization. A feasible solution s is being searched where
∀r ∈ S(x)| fx(r) ≥ fx(s) in case of minimum search, and fx(r) ≤ fx(s) in case of
maximum search. If these equations are valid for a solution of s∗ then it is called
global minimum in case of minimum search, and s∗ is the global maximum in case of
maximum search.

Now let’s define a neighbourhood function of s: N(s, x) that assign a subset of
S(x) to each feasible solution. N(s, x) ⊆ S(x). The N(s, x) function is usually defined
indirectly by a set of operators. The neighbourhood means all the feasible modification
of the solution s by the given operator set.

For s ∈ S(x): if ∀r ∈ N(s, x)| fx(r) ≥ fx(s) then s is called local minimum, on the
other hand if fx(r) ≤ fx(s) is valid then s is called local maximum. It is obvious from
the definitions that the used operator set determines the neighbourhood and the local
extremums themselves and an arbitrary solution can not necessarily be attained from
a given solution with a defined operator set.

And finally the neighbourhood graph have to be defined. This is a directed graph,
its nodes are the subset of the feasible solutions. There is an arc from solution s to
solution r if r ∈ N(s, x) is valid.

Local search algorithm (for minimum):

1: Construct a feasible initial solution: s ∈ S(x), stop:=False;
2: Repeat
3: Search for better solution in the neighbourhood: r ∈ N(s, x);
4: if fx(r) < fx(s) then s := r
5: else stop:=True
6: end if ;
7: Until stop=True;
8: Return s;
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3.2. SOLUTION APPROACHES FOR VRP WITH TIME WINDOWS

3.2.3 Metaheuristics.

Local searches are embedded in metaheuristics to escape local optima. Metaheuristics
are guided by intelligent strategies to reveal new regions of the solution space. The
most successful metaheuristics are as follows.

a, Tabu Search: This is one of the most successful algorithms introduced by Glover
(1986) [41] [42] [43]. The local search algorithm is extended by a simple tool to
avoid cycling, this is the tabu list. Instead of storing the recently visited solutions
it is enough to store some attributes of them in the so called short-term memory
or recency-based memory. The length of the short-term memory is fixed or variable
(managed). Next to the short-term memory there is a long-term memory as well for
collecting certain attributes of already visited solutions in order to penalize the value
of the objective function. And finally the mid-term memory is used for intensifying
the search in promising regions, this is called intensification and applied in case of
significant cost or waiting time reduction or route elimination. A solution remains
tabu for a defined number of iterations so an important character of the tabu search
is forgetting.

The basic algorithm of the Tabu Search below -for local minima- considers
the obvious aspiration criteria: if the found solution better than the global best
solution the tabu list should be neglected. For simplifying the notations here the
tabu list (T ) and the intensification list (I) stand for solutions instead of attributes.

1: Selecting an initial solution: s ∈ S(x), stop:=False;
2: k:=0; s∗ := s; T := ∅; I := ∅;
3: Repeat
4: Let (s′) be the best solution in N(s, x);
5: if fx(s

′) < fx(s
∗) then

6: s∗ := s′ (aspiration criteria!)
7: else
8: Let s′ be the best solution in {N(s, x)\T\I}
9: end if ;
10: s := s′;
11: T := T ∪ s′\s′′; where: s′′: the solution removed from tabu.
12: Modify intensification list: I;
13: Increment(k);
14: Check stop condition;
15: Until stop=True;
16: Return s∗;
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b, Simulated Annealing: The basic idea of the solution is derived from the physical
phenomena of crystallization at cooling. At the end of the cooling process the
material particles are structured well and the internal energy of the material reaches
its minima provided the temperature was high enough -depending on the material-
and the cooling was sufficiently slow.

The method is successfully used for solving combinatorial problems. An analogy
is assumed between the feasible solutions of the problem and the possible states of
the physical system. The costs of the possible solutions correspond to the internal
energy of the material. After finding out an initial solution, the second step is a
continuous improvement process. The cost of the consecutive steps do not inevitably
represent a strictly decreasing sequence. With a certain probability a worse solution
than the actual one is accepted in order to get a chance of continuing the search
with a better solution after a couple of “erroneous” steps. If the found solution is
better than the actual one it is accepted by the algorithm otherwise an acceptance
criteria (see in the algorithm) is used depending direct proportionally on the actual
temperature and inverse proportionally on the cost difference.
The temperature (T ) is a strictly decreasing sequence, while the process length at a
given temperature (Lk) is a not decreasing sequence. The initial temperature (T0)
has to be selected with the objective: the algorithm should accept worse solutions
at the beginning with quite high probability.

The algorithm of the Simulated Annealing:

1: Selecting an initial solution: s ∈ S(x), stop:=False;
2: Set initial values for: T0 and L0;
3: k:=0; Tk := T0; Lk := L0; (starting temperature a process length)
4: Repeat
5: for i:=1 to Lk do
6: Search for better solution: r ∈ N(s, x) | fx(r) < fx(s)
7: if fx(r) < fx(s) then s := r
8: else if exp[(fx(s) − fx(r))/Tk] > Random(0, 1) then s := r
9: end if ;
10: end for;
11: Increment(k);
12: Check stop condition.
13: Let Tk = f(k, Tk−1) and Lk = f(k, Lk−1) be;
14: Until stop=True,
15: Return s;
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c, Evolutionary Algorithms (EA), Evolutionary Strategies (ES):

“Together with genetic algorithms (GA) and evolutionary programming (Fogel 1992
[35]) evolution strategies form the class of evolutionary algorithms (Nissen 1994
[82]). On the other hand, ES and GA also represent metaheuristics. Hence, they
may also be described as evolutionary metaheuristics to distinguish them from other
metaheuristics” [53].

GA and ES have some common and different characteristics. Each of them ma-
nipulate populations of individuals (or solutions) and have a selection mechanism
favoring the better offspring (sometimes -mainly at GA- the selection is made from
the aggregate set of parents and offspring). The major differences are in the prob-
lem representation and the search operator selection. ES manipulate the problem
solutions instead of encoding individuals and put a superior emphasis to mutation
operators contrary to GA where the crossover operators have higher importance.
(In the further part also solutions are called individuals)

ES were developed to solve optimization problems with real-value decision variables
where an individual can be represented as an n-dimensional real-value solution vec-
tor X, with an objective function fX , xi : i = 1, . . . , n. Examples of ES with real-
value solution vectors: (1+1)-evolution strategy from Rechenberg (1973) [89], and
the (µ, λ)-evolution strategy from Schwefel (1977) [96]. The (1+1)-evolution strat-
egy works with a single individual and generates the offspring exclusively through
mutation of real-value solution vectors. On the other hand the (µ, λ)-evolution strat-
egy generates λ offspring from µ individuals additionally each individual includes a
second component, a real-value vector of σ the so-called strategy parameter. Each
component is evolved through recombinations and mutations and passed over to the
following generation. The representation of an individual is:
I = (X, σ), where X = {xi : i = 1, ..., n} and σ = {σi : i = 1, . . . , n}.
The (µ, λ)-evolution strategy (µ < λ) selects randomly form the P (t) population
and λ offspring are generated, the probability of selection is the same for each
individual and independent of their fitness value: F ∗(X). Through recombination
of the selected parents one offspring is calculated and then subjected to mutation.
Finally (µ) individuals of the following population P (t + 1) are selected from the
set of λ offspring. Now the fitness values F ∗(X) are used as the selection criteria, µ
individuals with the highest fitness values are selected. The parents are not involved
in the selection process so deteriorations during the process may occur but this is
that may drive the search from local optima.

Depending on the µ/λ coefficient the the search can be explorative or exploitative.
A high value of this quotient leads to a low selection pressure. The individuals
in the next populations display greater diversity and the search tends to be more
explorative. On the contrary a low value of µ/λ makes the search exploitative.
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In the reproduction process, both parts, X and σ, of the respective parents are
inherited by the generated offspring. This enables a twin-track learning process
resulting better solutions and mutation step sizes as well.

The described (µ, λ)-evolution strategy cannot be applied directly to combinatorial
optimization problems because the discreteness of the solutions of combinatorial
optimization problems is not considered. The (µ, λ) selection mechanism is inde-
pendent of the concrete representation so it can be used without modification but
certain changes are needed regarding the solution vectors, the representation of indi-
viduals, mutation and the local search realization. The strategy parameters can not
be retained. The heuristics used on the level of local search apply the neighbourhood
concept and rules for generating neighbourhood solutions.

According to Osman (1995) “A move-generation mechanism generates the set of
neighbours changing one attribute or a combination of attributes of a given instance
s. A move-generation is a transition from a solution s to another solution s′ ∈
N(s) in one step (or iteration)”. Consequently a neighbourhood solution can be
interpreted as a result of mutation mechanism and the crossover operation can
be used for recombination of the mutation codes of two individuals. An excellent
realization of the (µ, λ)-evolution strategy for a two-phase hybrid metaheuristic for
the vehicle routing problem with time windows can be found by J. Homberger and
H. Gehring [52].

3.3 Graph search algorithms and neighbourhood meth-
ods

The advanced search algorithms belong to the neighbourhood methods, the local search
techniques are embedded in intelligent strategies called metaheuristic. The graph
search methods flourished in the eighties and their importance is reduced by now.
A short summary is given here regarding an in depth-first search was applied at the
route elimination heuristic for a partial problem. Let’s specify the following notations:
fx(n) is the objective function of node n, gx(n) is the cost function and hx(n) is the
heuristic function.

These search methods can be grouped if they use certain heuristic or not:

• Graph search without heuristic

– In depth-first search: A tree-graph representation is used, the algorithm
selects the node on the lowest level. If there are several nodes on the same
level the selection is made randomly. Often a depth limit is used if the graph
is infinite or too large, in this case the optimal solution is not guaranteed.
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(A heuristic can be applied to decide on the selection of the node sequence
or on the depth limit.)

– Breadth-first search: The algorithm always selects the node on the highest
level of the tree. If there is more than one node on the same level the
selection is made randomly or by a given order. The algorithm always finds
a solution if it exists and finds the shortest way.

– Uniform-cost search (Dijkstra): The in depth-first search and the breadth-
first search consider a unit arc cost (from the selection point of view). The
algorithm selects the cheapest node (the arc-cost is calculated from the
starting-node, fx(n) = gx(n)). The algorithm has two important character-
istics: always finds a solution if it exists and finds the optimal one, and each
node is processed only once.

• Grahp search with heuristic

– Look forward algorithm: The objective function of the algorithm is the
opposite to that of the Dijkstra algorithm. It selects the most promising
node although an exact function is not available, instead of that the deci-
sion is made by a heuristic function fx(n) = hx(n). The success depends
significantly on the used heuristic.

– ’A’ algorithm: The objective function is fx(n) = gx(n) + hx(n) (all kinds
of ’A’ algorithms use this type of objective function, the difference between
them is in the characteristic of the heuristic function). It can be seen from
the objective function the algorithm integrates the caution of the Dijkstra
and the explorative characteristic of the Look forward algorithm. The al-
gorithm always terminates in a finite graph.

– ’A*’ algorithm: The heuristic function of the algorithm is hx(n) ≤ h∗
x(n),

meaning the estimated cost is less than the optimal. In any other respect
the ’A*’ equals to the ’A’ algorithm. The algorithm terminates in a finite
graph and always finds the optimal solution.

– ’Ac’ algorithm: Its heuristic function is monotone restricted, meaning: hx(n)−
hx(m) ≤ c(m, n), where c(m,n) is the cost between the nodes m and n. The
algorithm terminates in a finite graph and always finds the optimal solution.
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4 A two-phase hybrid metaheuristic for the
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Win-
dows

4.1 Problem definition

The importance of transportation, logistics and supply chain as well as the variants of
the Vehicle Routing Problem has already been discussed in the previous Section (3.1).
Whether the subject of transportation is the raw-material supply to manufacturers or
distribution of end products to vendors a vitally important question -next to the in
time delivery and quality of the transportation- is the cost of the service. To solve these
problems effectively good logistics management is required including vehicle routing
optimization. The lowest number of routes (Nv) is the primary objective of the solution
because that determines the number of vehicles applied, consequently influences the
investment and the fix cost of the company. The second objective and priority is the
minima of the total travel distance. There are studies where the secondary objective
is the minimum schedule time when quick and in time service is more important than
the travel distance.

VRP is well known combinatorial NP hard problem. It has several industrial re-
alizations: VRP with Time Windows, Multi-depot, Split Delivery or other similar
problems such as Traveling Salesman Problem, Bin Packing, or Job-shop Scheduling.

Problem characteristics of the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows:

• the number of customers, their demand, delivery time windows, service time,
customer positions -coordinates- and vehicle capacities are given,

• distances between customers and depot are determined by the Euclidean dis-
tances,

• capacity of the vehicles is maximized and uniform and must not be violated,

• the service must be started within the given time window of the customer,
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4.1. PROBLEM DEFINITION

• vehicle travel time constraint is given by the depot time window,

Mathematical formulation of VRPTW:

Let G = {V, E} be a graph where V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn} a set of vertices representing the
customers around a depot, vertex v0 denotes the depot and let E = {(vi, vj)| vi, vj ∈ V }
be an arc set. A route is:

{
v0, · · · , v(i−1), vi, v(i+1), · · · , v0

}
, where vi ∈ V a closed walk

starting from and entering the depot.

1. Primary objective is to minimize: Nv,

2. Secondary objective is to minimize:

C =
n∑

i=0

n∑
j=0,j �=i

Nv∑
k=1

Iijk rij (4.1)

subject to all routes start from the depot:

Nv∑
k=1

n∑
j=1

Iijk ≤ Nv, (i = 0) (4.2)

3. All routes start and arrives at the depot:
n∑

j=1

Iijk =
n∑

j=1

Ijik ≤ 1, (i = 0), k ∈ {1, . . . , Nv} (4.3)

4. Depot service time: ts0 = 0

5. There is no waiting time at the depot: tw0 = 0

6. Earliest starting time from depot: te0 = 0

7. Time window constraint:
Nv∑
k=1

n∑
i=0,i�=j

Iijk(ti + twi + tsi + tij) ≤ tj j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (4.4)

tei ≤ (ti + twi) ≤ tli i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (4.5)

8. Vehicle capacity constraint:
n∑

i=1

qi

n∑
j=0,j �=i

Ii,j,k ≤ Qk k ∈ {1, . . . , Nv} (4.6)
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9. Vehicle travel time constraint:
n∑

i=0

n∑
j=0,j �=i

Iijk(tij + tsi + twi) ≤ (tl0 − te0) k ∈ {1, . . . , Nv} (4.7)

10. Every customer can be visited only once (by only one vehicle):

Nv∑
k=1

n∑
i=0,i �=j

Iijk = 1 j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (4.8)

Nv∑
k=1

n∑
j=0,j �=i

Iijk = 1 i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (4.9)

Other mathematical formulations can be found in [18], [104].

4.2 Investigation of solution possibilities

Most of the authors develop heuristics and metaheuristics that give solutions close to
optimality in reasonable computation time, mainly because of the complexity of the
problem as it was discussed in section (3.2). The heuristics used for VRP are route
construction heuristics, improvement heuristics and metaheuristics. Although the dif-
ferent constraints theoretically reduce the number of the possible solutions but the
navigation from a local optima to another one is getting more difficult. According to
the opinion of several authors (J. Lenstra, R. Kan [69]) VRP with Time Windows is
much more difficult to solve than VRP, mainly because of the navigation difficulties in
the solution space.

Recently a couple of two-phase metaheuristics are reported for solving VRP with
Time Windows. This is coming mainly from the recognition that the chance of one
phase heuristic for route elimination is quite low. The explanation is: neighbourhood
solutions don’t represent so significant changes (see move-generation mechanism in
subsection 3.2.3) that would be required for eliminating quite long routes (the gener-
ally used neighbourhood operators change only a couple of arcs or nodes within two
routes). In addition the routes become ever longer as the search is progressing. The
other reason is that the lowest cost is found -many times- not at the lowest number of
routes. If we analyze the performance of tabu search (TS) we must admit that despite
it is one of the most successful metaheuristics it has difficulties in special cases when
the route elimination goes together with considerable cost increment. The objective
function of the TS is usually designed for finding cheaper solutions. We can change the
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objective function and the length of the tabu-list but it is difficult for the pure TS algo-
rithm to get out from “deep valleys” so the search is basically guided by the secondary
objective. In the route elimination respect -although it is the primary objective- the
pure TS loses to other -lately developed- metaheuristics first of all hybrid metaheuris-
tics based on data by Bräysy and Gendreau [14].

Table 8.4 (in appendix) shows a part of data found in [14]. The results support that
lately developed metaheuristics perform better than the tabu search and the single TS
is weak in case of problem instances where the number of routes is low. It has to be
noted that the solution of Cordeau et al. [26] and that of Gehring et al. [39] classified
into the TS algorithms but each of them has an extra tool. Gehring et al. designed
two-phase heuristic, Cordeau et al. introduced a simple tabu search with the possibil-
ity to explore infeasible solutions during the search. The violation of constraints were
penalized in the cost function and the parameters referring to each violations (vehicle
load, time window) were adjusted dynamically.

One of the first two-phase hybrid metaheuristics was proposed by Thangiah et al
(1995) [105]. A genetic algorithm was used in the first phase to provide the best indi-
viduals to a tabu search in the second phase for further improvement. The tabu search
contained some elements of the simulated annealing for neighbourhood control. Chiang
and Russel (1996)[20] also worked out a hybrid metaheuristic with partial routes in
the first step and a simulated annealing in the second step. Recently Homberger and
Gehring (2005) [52] proposed a successful hybrid with (µ, λ)-evolution strategy with
route elimination in the first phase and a tabu search in the second phase for travel
distance minimization.

Regarding that VRP with Time Windows is a multi-objective problem and the pri-
mary objective has an important role, this research focused on the route elimination.
Consequently a two-phase metaheuristic seemed to be appropriate for the purpose,
concentrating to the route elimination in the first phase and the cost reduction in the
second phase. In the following sections some new methods are introduced and dis-
cussed for sequential and parallel route construction, a guided route elimination and
some novelties for Tabu Search as well.
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4.3 Initial Route Construction heuristic based on prob-
ability function

As it was detailed in section 3.2, the solution of the VRPTW starts with an (or sev-
eral) initial solution that is going to be improved in the following phases. Though the
route construction heuristics are quite myopic -just take into consideration only the
magnitude of the possible solutions that is an astronomic number - we have to further
investigate how to find better initial solutions. It must be noted that the initial solution
quality have several characteristics, the cost and the number of routes are self under-
standing, but the further processibility -how can the constructed routes be separated-
is also vitally important. This latest one is not easy to measure and also the used para-
meters, their actual values -next to the applied method- influence these characteristics.

Van Breedam [111] showed that the quality of the initial solutions strongly in-
fluences the final solution quality. This point can be easily seen if we consider the
neighbourhood graph is unconnected. It was also pointed out in section 3.2 that cer-
tain route construction methods provide separable or others make less separable routes.
Sequential route construction methods make fully utilized routes that might result a
myopia and less separability. It was the major reason why not only sequential but
parallel route construction heuristic was developed. The two solutions were compared
in the number of routes but not in the separability. This latest one would go beyond
the scope of this research. A similar investigation can be found in [111].

4.3.1 How to improve the initial solutions?

At the development of the algorithm the main objective was to improve the quality
of the initial solutions, at the same time bearing in mind its purpose -the expectation
is a quick solution for this kind of heuristic. Consequently some ideas that required
unreasonable computation time were neglected. The basic idea was a “trial and error”
approach. A human being would select a node for seed or for insertion considering the
following properties:

1, distance from the depot,

2, waiting time before and after the insertion,

3, distances between customers affected in the insertion,

4, saving (cost difference, realized by the actual solution compared to serving the
single customer by another extra vehicle),
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5, route building in both directions,

6, time window of the given customer,

7, demand of customers in order to fill the trucks optimally -especially at those
problems, where the vehicle capacity represents a strict constraint,

8, taking care not to leave a single customer alone unrouted (otherwise an expensive
extra route should be devoted to serving that),

9, parallel route construction, if more than one route is expected,

10, step back if the solution seems to be unfavorable,

At the sequential and the parallel route construction the above listed possibilities
are examined in order to apply them at the solution.

4.3.2 A new objective function for insertion heuristics

The probability of selecting a customer for the next stop is influenced by its distance
from the given customer. Nearest neighbour heuristics -the most myopic ones- consider
only this fact. At the selection the closest customer has the higher probability, but
has a kind of probability of the others too. Both initial route construction heuristics
designed in this study based on insertion technique. A route is created the following
way. First a seed node (customer) is selected then a new route is initialized creating a
depot-seed-depot route. Now all the feasible insertion possibilities and all the possible
node pairs on the route are investigated trying to find the best one according to the
insertion criteria. This procedure is followed until the route is not full, then until
no unrouted customer is found. The insertion criteria can be found in the relevant
literature in slightly different forms (see Figure 4.1).

At the cost calculation the Euclidean distances between customers and the waiting
time at the customers are considered. It worth mentioning that the reason for using
Euclidean distances is the simple data structure. Benchmark problem are defined in
order to simulate diverse real life problems and to compare the results of different algo-
rithms. It is much simpler to define and use the problem sets if Euclidean distances are
applied, on the other hand it makes no much difference from the solution point of view.

Parameter f gives the weighting between the time and distance related costs. Based
on Figure 4.1 the cost of inserting customer k can be written as follows.

cb = ri + rij + rj + f (twbi + twbj)

ca = ri + rik + rkj + rj + f (twai + twak + twaj)
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Figure 4.1: Route building by insertion

ca − cb = rik + rkj − rij + f ∗ (twa − twb)

ca − cb = α (rik + rkj − rij) + (1 − α) (twa − twb)

insertion cost (c) can be obtained considering the saving:
c = α (rik + rkj − rij) + (1 − α) (twa − twb) − λ rk (4.10)

Equation 4.10 is frequently used in the literature as an insertion criteria, but it
does not take into account at least one important point. Customers with narrow time
window has to be routed “in time”, because the later they are routed the more difficult
it is (because of their narrow time window). The function introduced here is to give
these customers preference by modifying Equation 4.10 as the following:

c =
[
TCk

TC

]ω

[α (rik + rki − rij) + (1 − α) (twa − twb)] − λ rk (4.11)

In equation 4.11 the time constraint factor is introduced to characterize the time
window width of the customers. The customer’s time windows are compared to that
of the depot:

TCi = (tli − tei)/(tl0 − te0) (4.12)

Here tli and tei are the earliest and latest times to start the service at customer i. The
average time constraint -in accordance its name- is: TC = 1/n

∑n
i=1(TCi) and finally

exponent ω is used for getting a realistic weighing. It was found that ω = [0.35 · · · 0.7]
is appropriate for the purpose, without ω the time constraint effect would be too dras-
tic that have to be softened by an appropriate exponent. In Equation (4.11) customers
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-having smaller time windows- seems to be cheaper for the algorithm this way we can
stimulate them. This change in the equation made an improvement in respect of pri-
mary objective (the number of routes).

It worth mentioning that Equation 4.11 was tested with reduced time constraint
factor. TCi = (tli − tact)/(tl0 − te0), where tact is the actual possible time of starting
service at customer i. It seems to be rational to consider only that part of the time
window that is available for service at the actual situation. Even if the customer has
a wide time window and it is unrouted at a certain time, it may be critical if the
remaining available time for the service is short. Unfortunately the application of the
idea increased the computation effort but no improvement could be detected on the
selected sample problems.

It can be seen from Equation 4.10 that the first five items are taken into account
from subsection(4.3.1) and the new Equation 4.11 considers also the time window
constraints (item 6) at the route construction. A trial was made to include somehow
the truck load constraint (item 7) in that case if no significant distinction (or selection)
can be made by time windows but it was not successful because the Solomon problem
set does not contain so strict truck load constraints to have sufficient influence on
the selection. (The vehicle capacity is 100/200 units, the demand range is in the
interval of [2 · · · 36], so the Q/qi ratio is quite high, its average is 7,29/14,58.) The
combined application of the different constraints is difficult, because the proportion of
the different effects is unknown or it depends on the problem. Another novelty in this
solution is: the designed algorithm takes item 8 into account. It checks if no single
customer remained unrouted in the close environment of the actual route in the seed
selection zone (see customer rcl on Figure 4.2). There is a problem dependent radius,
called relative seed border (rsb), inside that radius no seeds are selected. The parallel
method applies item 9 (parallel route construction), but item 10 (step back) is not
used because of computation time consideration.

4.3.3 Evaluation of the new objective function

It is important to measure the effect of the designed new Equation 4.11 for the solution
quality. Here the “quality” means only the value of the primary objective (Nv). For
assessment purposes computational runs were made with and without the new equa-
tion (10 runs for each Solomon problem, altogether 560 runs). Improvement could be
expected at those particular problems where the variance of the time constraint factors
(TCi) of the customers was high. On the contrary in case of even distribution of TC
factors -even if their value is high- limited improvement is expected. Computation
result support these statements (Table 4.1 - 4.3). It can be seen also from data, the
new objective function resulted a reduction of 7 routes on the 56 Solomon problems. It
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represents an improvement of 1.57%, which is a good result if we consider the number
of routes are not far from the ever found best ones.

Problem Nn No Problem Nn No

R101 19 19 R201 4 4
R102 18.2 18.2 R202 4 4
R103 13.2 14.4 R203 3 3.4
R104 10 10.8 R204 3 3
R105 14.8 15 R205 3 3
R106 13 13 R206 3 3
R107 11 11.4 R207 3 3
R108 10 10 R208 2.6 3
R109 12.2 13 R209 3 3
R110 11.8 12 R210 3 3
R111 11 11.4 R211 3 3
R112 10 10 - - -

Average 12.85 13.18 Average 3.15 3.22

Table 4.1: Comparison of the new and the old objective function (R10X, R20X)

Notations for Tables 4.1-4.3:
Nn: number of vehicles by the sequential heuristic with the new objective function,
No: number of vehicles by the sequential heuristic with the old objective function,

4.3.4 Seed selection zone

In this part of the study an investigation was made how probability functions can be
constructed and used for representation of intuitive human thoughts and strategies.
This idea was used for the initial route construction (for seed selection to initialize
routes).

If we take the layout of customers and make a simple manual solution we would
prefer customers far from the depot at the route initialization. These customers are
difficult to swap from one route to the other. If they remain unrouted at the end
of the route construction they need (with high probability) an extra route, which is
quite expensive. Additionally the customers with narrow time window should be high-
lighted, because the chance for their routing is decreasing as the insertion procedure
goes on. Consequently seeds have to be selected from the farthest nodes (with narrow
time window).
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Problem Nn No Problem Nn No

C101 10 10 C201 3 3
C102 10 10 C202 3 3
C103 10 10 C203 3 3
C104 10 10 C204 3 3
C105 10 10 C205 3 3
C106 10 10 C206 3 3
C107 10 10 C207 3 3
C108 10 10 C208 3 3
C109 10 10 - - -

Average 10 10 Average 3 3

Table 4.2: Comparison of the new and the old objective function C10X, C20X

Problem Nn No Problem Nn No

RC101 15.8 16 RC201 5 5
RC102 14 13.8 RC202 5 4.4
RC103 12 12 RC203 3 4
RC104 10.2 11 RC204 3.6 3
RC105 14.8 15.8 RC205 4.2 5
RC106 13 13 RC206 4 4
RC107 12 12 RC207 3.8 4
RC108 11 11 RC208 3 3
Average 12.85 13.08 Average 3.95 4.05

Table 4.3: Comparison of the new and the old objective function (RC10X, RC20X)

The “fuzzy-like” seed selection is easy and quick by human intelligence but time
consuming by algorithms and computation. It seems to be rational to define a minimum
radius around the depot within that radius we don’t select seed points. Let’s define
this radius as relative seed border:

rsb = r/rmax (4.13)

Similarly the relative depot distance should be defined as r′i = ri/rmax. In the
last equations rmax is the distance of the farthest customer from the depot. Usually
rsb = 0.5 is sufficient if decent number of customers can be found outside the seed bor-
der, otherwise the following method is suggested:

Let’s make a preliminary solution in order to compute the number of routes (Nvp).
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Let rsb = 0.5 at this preliminary solution. We can determine the final rsb that way
to have a realistic number of customers -two times the preliminary number of routes
or about one third of the number of customers- in the (r′ > rsb) seed selection ring-
zone. Initialize rsb = 0.5 then reduce its value until we have the following number of
customers outside the seed border: min(2Nvp , 0.35n). This way the distance and the
time constraint requisites can be satisfied.

Figure 4.2: Seed selection zone

4.3.5 Probability density function

Regarding the time limit given for an initial solution, the selection of the seed points is
made by certain probability among the “best candidates” by a suitably defined proba-
bility function. The arguments of this function should be the most decisive characters:
the depot distance and the time constraint factor in dimensionless -relative- form. On
Figure 4.2 a route (k), the seed border (rsb) and farthest customer can be seen. Let pi

the probability of selecting customer i. We are looking for the function in an exponen-
tial form and also the depot distance and the time constraint going to be considered:

pi =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 If r′i < rsb

(r′i/rsb)
a If (r′i ≥ rsb) and (TCi > 0.4)

(r′i/rsb)
a

(
TC/TCi

)b
If (r′i ≥ rsb) and (TCi ≤ 0.4)

(4.14)

In Equation 4.14 the TCi = 0.4 border is an arbitrary number based on computation
experiences. Make trial runs to find out the best exponents, a and b for the pi function.
It was found that a = 3 and b = 1.6 for the Solomon problem set (R1, R2, C1, C2,
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RC1, RC2) as the best ones. The exponents a and b are determined from the objective
to have the same probability of the farthest customer with average time constraint and
the average depot distance customer with critical (TC < 0.1) time constraint factor.
Obviously at certain problem types these exponents can be adjusted to have better
results. From the pi function we can make the probability density function of the seed
selection process:

f(i) =
pi

n∑
i=1

pi

(4.15)

It is easy to recognize that the farther a customer from the depot and the narrower
its time window -the smaller its TC factor- the higher its probability for selecting it
for seed point. At the computation we select the seeds according to equation (4.15).

4.3.6 Characteristics of the sequential and the parallel solution

The developed route construction algorithm refers to the sequential and also the par-
allel method with some differences. At the parallel method the initial number of seeds
(ns) is suggested to be defined the following way: ns = (0.35 · · · 0.5)Nvp, where Nvp is
the number or routes resulted by the preliminary run. Then all the routes and all the
consecutive node-pairs are examined to find the best insertion place. At the beginning
there isn’t any knowledge about the problem. We know that (ns) shouldn’t be higher
than the final number or routes. If the initial number of seeds is too low the parallel
route building effect is limited, otherwise if this value is too high the probability of
“bad seed” selection is higher. “Bad seed” means that two or more seeds might be
among the selected ones that should be on the same route, or they are on the same
route at the suboptimal solution.

At the parallel method the first seed is selected -similarly as it is done at the se-
quential method- from the seed selection ring zone by the defined probability functions
(4.14, 4.15). The other seeds for the parallel routes should satisfy an additional crite-
ria, they should represent a more or less even distribution around the depot (it is only
an assumption, but might be not true in some cases). The circle is divided into sectors
according to the number of parallel seeds (starting from the selected one), then the
remaining seeds are selected from a given region of the segment borders.

At the parallel method the user can determine the number of the best potential
nodes (1 · · · 3) for insertion. The algorithm does not always select the best node eval-
uated by the objective function but from the best (maximum) three nodes using the
following weighting: the best one: 1, the second: 0.5, the third one: 0.25. The purpose
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of that was to increase the diversity of the initial solutions. At the sequential method
-after the seed has been selected- the procedure is deterministic provided the parame-
ters (α, λ, ω) are constant. As it was expected at the parallel method we have to pay
for the solution diversity in computation time, but the diversity can be advantageous
at multistart solutions. The user can realize that by visual check up -in lack of exact
indicators.

Another change was introduced at the parallel method in order to reduce the compu-
tation time. The internal 3-Opt changes were reduced proportionally to the decrement
of the average time window constraint. Internal 3-Opt means that the order of con-
secutive nodes is changed over: Figure 4.7. It must be mentioned that the sequential
results were obtained by internal reordering after each step (in Table 4.4 - Table 4.6).

4.3.7 The algorithm of the Sequential Route Construction

(TCi, TC are calculated after data retrieve);
1: Set α from the interval [0 · · · 1] and λ from [0.5 · · · 1.7];
2: Set rsb := 0.5 (for the seed border);
3: Preliminary route construction (to find out Nvp);
4: Count n0 (n0: number of nodes in the seed selection zone);
5: while n0 < min[2Nvp; 0.35n] do
6: Let rsb := 0.975 · rsb; Count n0;
7: end while;
8: Set R := ∅ (set of routed nodes);
9: Set U := {ui}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (set of unrouted nodes);
10: Set S (set of unrouted nodes in the seed selection zone);
11: Repeat
12: Let p := −1; r := 3 · rmax be;
13: for (∀i ∈ R) and (∀j ∈ S) do;
14: if (ri < r) then
15: pi := j; r := rij;
16: end if ;
17: end for;
18: if (r ≤ 1.5 · r̄) then
19: v := p
20: else
21: if (p = −1) then
22: Let v := i|r0i > r0j, ∀(i, j) ∈ U ;
23: else
24: v is selected by Equation 4.15;
25: end if ;
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26: end if ;
27: R ← {v}; U := U\{v};
28: if (rv > rsb) then S := S\{v} end if ;
29: Initialize route k: 0 − v − 0;

(Building up the initialized route)
30: v := Select node for insertion using Equation 4.11;
31: while {v} 	= ∅ do
32: Insert node v into route k;
33: R ← {v}; U := U\{v};
34: if (rv > rsb) then S := S\{v} end if ;
35: v := Select node for insertion using Equation 4.11;
36: end while;
37: Until(U 	= ∅);

The described algorithm was embedded in a cycle to compute all the 42 initial
solutions then the best one (with the lowest number of routes) was selected for further
processing.

In equation (4.11) there are three parameters α, λ and ω. The proposal of O. Bräysy
[16] was used, he suggested parameter combinations of α = [0.5, 1] in 0.1 steps and
λ = [0.5, 1.7] in 0.2 steps. It gives 42 initial solutions if we select only one seed for each
parameter combination, obviously the number of initial solutions can be increased
optionally. Further details about sequential route construction can be seen in [25] or
[98].

4.3.8 Computation results and conclusion of initial route con-
struction

The effects of the seed selection procedure by probability function can be easily as-
sessed by a simple observation. At the problem instance of Solomon R101 all the time
windows are equal, consequently the improvement there can’t be the effect of the new
cost Equation (4.11) but that of the other novelty in the solution, the probability func-
tion. The best number of routes at R101 is 19. Before the introduction of this new
method the best result at R101 could only be achieved in 4 - 5 % of the runs, after
that it was 100 %. At the R103 problem the best result is 13 routes. With the old
insertion heuristic 15 routes were found in 95 %, and 14 routes in the remaining 5 %.
With the new solution it was improved to 13.2 routes.

The computational results can be seen on Table 4.4 - Table 4.6. The results of
the sequential and the parallel methods were compared to each other and to the ever
found best number of routes. This latest comparison is only for assessment, because
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Problem Seq.Nv Par.Nv BestNv Problem Seq.Nv Par.Nv Best Nv

R101 19 19.3 19 R201 4 4 4
R102 18.2 17.8 17 R202 4 4 3
R103 13.2 14 13 R203 3 3 3
R104 10 10 9 R204 3 3 2
R105 14.8 14.8 14 R205 3 3 3
R106 13 13 12 R206 3 3 3
R107 11 11 10 R207 3 3 2
R108 10 10 9 R208 2.6 2.8 2
R109 12.2 13 11 R209 3 3 3
R110 11.8 11.8 10 R210 3 3 3
R111 11 11 10 R211 3 3 2
R112 10 10 9 - - - -

Average 12.85 12.98 11.92 Average 3.15 3.16 2.73

Table 4.4: Computational results for Initial Route Construction, R10X, R20X

those best results were found after metaheuristics. The number of routes in the tables
are the averages of 10 runs. In average the sequential heuristic gives 7.80, the parallel
gives 7.87 and the best by metaheuristics is 7.23 routes (this numbers are the averages
of the 56 Solomon problems). It can be seen from these figures and from the detailed
results that the developed initial solutions are competitive also in the ever found best
comparison.

At this realization the sequential method is slightly better than the parallel one in
terms of the number of routes. This result could be surprising if we think about only
the advantage of the parallel solution. The parallel algorithm has a choice of several
routes where to insert a determined node to, but the initial number of seeds and the
seed selection procedure are sensitive parts of this method. At the beginning we do not
know anything about the potential seeds, it might occur that some of the selected seeds
should rather be on the same route. The more initial seeds are selected the higher the
probability of the mentioned effect, on the other hand other advantages of the parallel
method increase with the number of selected seeds.

The other question is the computation time that is more than double at the paral-
lel method, partly because more insertion trials are there, partly because double cycle
number was applied -double trials resulted roughly the same number of routes as the
sequential method. The higher computation time is experienced at those problems
where the number of routes is low (less than 5 routes) first of all owing to the intra
route 3-Opt changes. The intra route changes are especially time consuming that’s
why their application was reduced later at the developed two phase guided route eli-
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Problem Seq.Nv Par.Nv BestNv Problem Seq.Nv Par.Nv Best Nv

C101 10 10 10 C201 3 3 3
C102 10 10 10 C202 3 3 3
C103 10 10 10 C203 3 3 3
C104 10 10 10 C204 3 3 3
C105 10 10 10 C205 3 3 3
C106 10 10 10 C206 3 3 3
C107 10 10 10 C207 3 3 3
C108 10 10 10 C208 3 3 3
C109 10 10 10 - - - -

Average 10 10 10 Average 3 3 3

Table 4.5: Computational results for Initial Route Construction, C10X, C20X

Problem Seq.Nv Par.Nv BestNv Problem Seq.Nv Par.Nv Best Nv

RC101 15.8 16 14 RC201 5 5 4
RC102 14 14.2 12 RC202 5 4.4 3
RC103 12 12 11 RC203 3 4 3
RC104 10.2 11 10 RC204 3.6 3.1 3
RC105 14.8 15.2 13 RC205 4.2 5 4
RC106 13 13 11 RC206 4 4 3
RC107 12 11.4 11 RC207 3.8 4 3
RC108 11 11 10 RC208 3 3 3
Average 12.85 12.98 11.50 Average 3.95 4.06 3.25

Table 4.6: Computational results for Initial Route Construction, RC10X, RC20X

mination if the average time constraint (TC) was low.

The mentioned solution diversity (probably the most important feature) might be
the biggest advantage of the parallel method. It was not the subject of the research,
only visual checks were made showing that parallel solutions were definitely better in
diversity. In all the other aspects the sequential route construction is better in this
realization.

From the initial solutions the best one is selected for further processing. The compu-
tation time of the sequential method -on the Solomon problem set- is [1 · · · 20] seconds
(at several problems it goes up to 50 seconds on 1.7 GHz processor) depending on the
parameters and problem itself. The found initial solution candidates are evaluated and
stored on a dynamic list. The length of this list can be defined by the user.
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4.4 Guided Route Elimination Heuristic (GRE)

It is well known that a competitive solution can be expected in optimization or more
generally in artificial intelligence if more and more specific knowledge of the problem
is exploited and used up in the solution. Knowing that an exercise was made in the
study how a general character of the problem or that of the graph can guide the search
and how successful it is.

4.4.1 Cost control in the route elimination

The intention was to develop an effective route elimination which is the first phase of
the HGRE algorithm. To achieve this goal the route elimination was studied with the
following results:

Figure 4.3: Time distribution at Solomon problems

Statement 1: Nv ↓ =̃⇒ TTD ↓. Route elimination implicates -with high probability-
Total Travel Distance (TTD) reduction. Note: TTD equals -and used for- Total Travel
Time because the speed of vehicles is unity, and let NTT: Non Travelled Time be.
Although exact proof is not available it is verified in the following subsection:
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Figure 4.4: NTT comparison to availabe time reduction

Demonstration of the statement:

Introduce the next notations: tij is the travel time between i and j, tsi is the service
time, twi is the waiting time at node i, tdk is the early arrival back to depot (difference
between depot closing time and the arrival time of the vehicle), Tj is the available time
at a solution where the number of route equals j. Iijk = 0 if there is no arc in the
solution between nodes i and j on the route k, else Iijk = 1. At the route elimination
the number of routes is reduced from Nv1 to Nv2, where Nv1 > Nv2. The available time
decreases from T1 = Nv1 [tl0 − te0] to T2 = Nv2 [tl0 − te0]. It is also known:

T2 = Nv2 [tl0 − te0] =
Nv2∑
k=1

n∑
i=0

n∑
j=0,j �=i

Iijk(tij + tsi + twi) +
Nv2∑
k=1

tdk (4.16)

Equation 4.16 can be written in summands -using simple notations- and taking into
account the total service time is constant during the route elimination:

T2 =
∑

tij +
∑

tsi +
∑

twi +
∑

tdk (4.17)
T1 − T2 = [tl0 − te0] (4.18)

[tl0 − te0] = d
(∑

tij
)

+ d
(∑

tw
)

+ d
(∑

td
)

(4.19)

d
(∑

tij
)

= [tl0 − te0] − d
(∑

tw
)
− d

(∑
td

)
(4.20)

In every step of the route elimination the available time is reduced by [tl0 − te0].
Equation 4.19 shows this difference is covered by the travelled: d (

∑
tij) and non trav-
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elled time difference: d (
∑

tw) + d (
∑

td). If the non travelled time is increased or
decreased by less then [tl0 − te0] the TTD should obviously be decreased. Let’s exam-
ine the time distribution of the Solomon problems on Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.5: Development of insertions after cost reduction on problem R103

Figure 4.3 shows the average TTD, waiting time, early arrival at depot and the
service time distribution in percent directly after the initial route construction per
problem type. It can be seen the waiting time ratio is small consequently its decre-
ment is negligible. Examining Equation 4.19 the only way to increase TTD is to reduce
NTD =

∑
twi +

∑
tdk by more then [tl0 − te0]. Although the early arrival time is com-

parable with the TTD but it can hardly be converted to route elimination.

The above described can be summarized in other way. The light-blue colour rep-
resents the service which is independent of the number of routes. The green colour is
the TTD, the red is the waiting time and the yellow is the early arrival. The green
ratio can be increased only at the expense of red and the yellow. The red ratio is small
according to Figure 4.3 while the yellow is difficult to exploit for the purpose. Figure
4.4 compares the reduction of the available time ([tl0 − te0], green colour) to the the
Non Travelled Time (red colour). The figure shows TTD increment is impossible at
R2, C2, RC2 problems while at the other problems the real chanche for that is quite
limited because of the reasons explained so far. We can state TTD will with quite
high probability be decreased at the route elimination!
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Figure 4.6: Development of interchanges after cost reduction on problem R103

Simple search Search after cost reduction
Ratio of success 72% 84%
Necessary cycles 349 296

Table 4.7: Success ratio of route elimination with and without cost reduction

Computational experiences 1:

Reduction of TTD implicates the expansion of the neighbourhood solutions.
It helps to reveal new regions in the solution space. Computation trials were
made only on those problem instances where the initial numbers of routes were more
then the ever found best one. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show how the possible insertions
and interchanges were developed during the route elimination and were increased after
cost reduction. These numbers can be obtained by the following way: select two
adjacent nodes and try all the possible insertions excluded the selected one and the
depot. Summarize these numbers for each possible pairs on the routes. The charts
show a strong increment after cost reduction especially in the insertion numbers.

The effect of the applied in depth-first search:

In depth-first search with First Best strategy was used for the route elimination in order
to exploit its diversification effect. The FB strategy is reasonable with computation
time consideration but often results expensive insertions. This is another reason why
continuous cost control is applied. At the application we must bear in mind two
things. One of them is the extra time needs for the cost control the other one is the
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search is inclinable to clog. The clogging problem can be diminished by the intensive
diversification effect of the in depth-first search.

Computational experiences 2:

Computational runs were made to test the route elimination algorithm with continu-
ous cost control. Table 4.7 shows the development of route elimination data with and
without cost reduction based on 25 cycles for each. From low cost solutions also the
success ratio was higher and at the same time the number of necessary cycles was lower.

Consequences: The above described statement and computational experiences jus-
tify: continuous cost control aids route elimination. if we could wander low cost
solutions we could increase the probability of route elimination. Based on this idea a
Guided Route Elimination procedure with continuous cost control was developed.

4.4.2 Principle of the Guided Route Elimination

The basic idea of the designed guided route elimination heuristic is to navigate low
cost solutions to increase the probability of route elimination. The in depth-first search
is suitable to make series of insertions. If the successful insertions are not rolled back
in case of unsuccessful route elimination it results an efficient diversification that is
necessary to prevent search clogging. Search clogging or infinite cycling would be a
real danger owing to the continuous cost control. Computational experiences showed
that in some cases certain nodes hardly or didn’t move. It is crucial to reveal the
solution space as much as possible that’s why a guiding-procedure was embedded to
support the explorative capability of the algorithm.

Its working principle is the following: A tabu search algorithm has also been devel-
oped and used in the second phase for reducing the travel distance -no route elimination
is expected there- (see in 4.5). The same TS is used at the route elimination for cost
control. In the long-term memory of the TS the move frequency of the nodes (cus-
tomers) are registered and used for penalization (diversification). During the route
elimination next to the move frequency also the successful insertions are registered
and the penalty is calculated from the sum of these data. To keep the penalty value
moderate the move frequency is adjusted to 100 at the beginning and after each search
block if the ratio of the actual cost (travel distance) and the starting cost is higher
than the user defined value: [1.1 · · · 1.2]. The essence of the search blocks is exactly
the adjustment described above.
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4.4.3 Multi-Strategy Application (MSA)

This is a simple but successful tool used several time in this study. Its application
contributed to the breakthrough at the route elimination. Its background is a well
known experience: a given intelligent strategy works well at a problem instance and
fails at the other. Certain strength can be the weakness at another problem type. The
question is: how can we maximize the exploitation of the found good strategies?

The main idea of MSA is: if good strategies are identified, weighted and applied
probabilistically it results effective solution in the whole range of problems.

Let’s take an earlier outlined example. The farthest nodes are difficult to be inserted
to another route similarly those ones with low TC factors are also difficult. Which node
should have priority? It is not easy to decide on, a sophisticated investigation would
require unreasonable computation time which is hardly acceptable. What proposed
here is the following general pseudo code:

• Find out promising strategies (as many as possible).

• Decide on the priority order and the application rules.

• Give probability values to the strategies.

• Use the application rules and probability functions for strategy application.

• Change the probability values during the search according to the success ratio
(optional learning).

This is a try method for a set of promising strategy. Further details and application
examples can be found in the Subsection 4.4.5, more exactly in the rough algorithm of
the insertion sequence (page 44) and in the route selection for elimination.

4.4.4 Main characters of GRE

• The solution is based on in depth-first search. The depth of the search tree
depends on the average time constraint factor. If the time constraint factor
increases the number of feasible swaps increases as well with the computational
effort. To keep the computation time acceptable the depth of the search tree is
reduced as follows:

depth =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

8 If (TC ≤ 0.45)
7 If (TC > 0.45) and (TC ≤ 0.6)
6 If (TC > 0.6)

(4.21)
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• All the nodes of the selected route are tried to be inserted independently of the
success of the previous insertions. Its purpose is the intensive diversification.
There was an exercise to stop the procedure in case of unsuccessful insertion to
save computation time but it was not effective.

• The in depth-first search is executed within given cost limits (it accepts the first
feasible solution), otherwise the expensive insertions and changes increase the
total cost. The only exception is the last customer provided all the previous
insertions were successful (in this case the cost limit is not considered).

• Until no unsuccessful insertion occurs, in case of failure a repair procedure is
activated after a couple of cost reduction steps.

• After the route elimination, if a limited number of customers remains unrouted
-and their time constraint factor and depot distance satisfy certain criteria- a
post search is taking place.

• The whole process is guided by Tabu Search for keeping the total cost down and
controlling diversification.

• The successful insertions are registered. These data are used for two purposes:
route selection for elimination and insertion sequence for in depth-first search.

• In case of unsuccessful route elimination the route -if certain criteria are satisfied-
is filled up in order to draw away customers from potential routes being selected
for elimination.

4.4.5 Detailed description of the GRE

Route selection for elimination. Three types of route selection methods are used
according to MSA. The first one selects according to the number of customers on the
route (routes with the the fewest customers are preferred). The second one takes
also the insertion frequency of the customers into account -it can not be used at the
beginning of the search- and 65-35% weighting is applied by the following equation:

selCrit = min
[
0.65 Nr · Nv/n + 0.35(1 − Nv/(ItNo · Nr)

∑
ins)

]
(4.22)

where
∑

ins is the total successful insertions of customers on the given route and ItNo
is the actual iteration cycle-number of the route elimination. It is important here to
compare only dimensionless quantities (Nv/Nr). In Equation 4.22 the actual number
of customers on the route are compared to the average and similarly in the second part
of the equation

∑
ins is compared to the theoretical maximum. The minimum value

gives the most promising route for elimination. The third method selects by the route
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selection frequency. This latest one prefers those routes that are selected rarely. The
route selection is controlled by the block management unit and its purpose is to ensure
a right balance for the selection process.

Route filling up. If the route elimination was not successful and only a few cus-
tomers -less than (0.2 · · · 0.3)n/Nv - remained unrouted it seems to be rational to fill
the route up as much as possible in order to draw off customers from other routes
and at the same time to increase diversification. The filling up is done by varying
parameters (α, λ, ω) in Equation 4.11.

In depth-first search. If a certain route is selected for elimination all the customers
are tried to be inserted somewhere onto other routes. In depth-first search was applied
because it effectively supports diversification -an important objective as it was stated
earlier. The first task is to determine the insertion sequence for the customers on
the selected route using MSA. As the computational trials showed it is an important
part of the GRE algorithm. If the number of routes is high apparently a radial route
alignment is being developed. If the farthest customers are over forced at the insertion
consequently the diversification and the exploration of new regions are encumbered.
To overcome these problems next to the mentioned critical TC rate and the variance
of TC have to be considered according to the algorithm below.

The rough algorithm of the node insertion sequence is the following :

1: Let R : {ui} , i ∈ [1,m] be, where m is the number of nodes on the route
selected for elimination;

2: Let uf be the farthest customer, its depot distance df ;
3: Let uc be the customer with critical TC factor (TC < 0.1);
4: Let nc be the number of customer with critical TC factor;
5: Let u be the identifier of customer to be selected;
6: if (m > 0) then
7: remote:=(df > 0.875dmax);
8: if (m = 1) then (u := uf )
9: else if (nc > 0) and remote then
10: if (Random(2)<1) then (u := uf ) else (u := uc);
11: else if (nc > 0) then u := uc

12: else if remote and (Random<0.85) then u := uf

13: else
14: p1:=Random(100);

Three kinds of methods are applied:
15: if p1<35 then u is selected with max value of

(di/dmax)
(
TC/TCi

)a
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where: a = 0.3 + 0.2 Random
16: else
17: if (ItNo<ItStat) then (If there are no statistical data)
18: Calculate variance of TC factors: σTC ;
19: if σTC < 0.15 then
20: vszam2 := Random(3);
21: if (vszam2 < 2) then (u := uf ) else (u := uc);
22: else
23: vszam2 := Random(2);
24: if (vszam2 < 1) then (u := uf ) else (u := uc);

Selection depends on the variance of TC factors!
25: end if ;
26: else (there are stat. data)
27: p2:=Random(10);
28: if p2<6 then
29: customer with min. value of successful insertion is selected.
30: else
31: Calculate variance of TC factors: σTC ;
32: if σTC < 0.15 then
33: vszam2 := Random(3);
34: if (vszam2 < 2) then (u := uf ) else (u := uc);
35: else
36: vszam2 := Random(2);
37: if (vszam2 < 1) then (u := uf ) else (u := uc);
38: end if ;
39: end if ;
40: end if ;
41: end if ;
42: end if ;
43: end if ;
44: else u := −1;

The algorithm shows determined priorities for different situations. If there are
nodes with critical TC factors or nodes far from the depot then they are prioritized
otherwise combined techniques are utilized in order to have rational selections contin-
uously at the same time to ensure appropriate diversification. If there are insertion
data available then these are also considered to a certain extent. If the TC factor
distribution is close to the even distribution (σTC < 0.15) then the remote customers
are preferred. The parameter combination is made by the following equation, it means
a node is selected by the minimum value of: min

[
(di/dmax) ·

(
TC/TCi

)a]
, where:
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a = 0.3 + 0.2 · Random. Insertions are tried with reasonable cost limit: [2 · · · 2.6] r.
The purpose of this limit is to avoid drastic cost increment that would hinder further
insertions.

For search tree development not only the simple swaps but also 3-Opt changes
are considered (see Figure 4.12), this way the search space is extended by 10 · · · 25%
according to computational experiences. Additionally a learning process is embedded
in the route construction phase that counts the success ratio of the 3-Opt intra route
changes and these data are used for making decision about the further application. At
the recursive insertions if the simple insertion fails 3-Opt insertions are tried provided
the time window is wide enough and the registered 3-Opt frequency (f) reaches the
defined value as follows:

• If (TC > 0.5) and (f > 0.3) then 3.1-Opt insertion,

• If (TC > 0.6) and (f > 0.4) then 3.2-Opt insertion,

It is important to note, the described 3-Opt insertions and the 3-Opt swaps on
Figure 4.12 are similar but different things. 3-Opt insertion means reordering is made
on the given route according to Figure 4.7 then an insertion is attempted.

Figure 4.7: intra route 3-Opt changes for insertion

If 3-Opt insertions fail intelligent reordering is tried, this method was suggested by
O. Bräysy, see detailed description in [16]. The main idea of Intelligent Reordering is
to try the insertion of customers to an infeasible -previously unsuccessful but promis-
ing - place. The insertion cost calculation is made by Equation 4.10 where λ = 0 and
α = 0.5. Select the most promising insertion place where the customer is inserted
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to. Then the window violated customer to be looked for. Finally the window viola-
tion is resolved by either reordering customers before the window violation or moving
customers from the preceding positions to a new position that follows the violated cus-
tomer. The number of infeasible trials can be decided by the user. If none of the trials
of the given customer were successful then compute all the possible swaps with the
earlier mentioned cost limit and try the whole procedure with the replaced customer.
The evolution of incidental circles must be blocked by storing all the already executed
swaps on a suitable list. The depth of the search gives the number of consecutive swaps
(Equation 4.21).

Repair algorithm. If the insertion is unsuccessful and so far no other unsuccessful
insertion has been made a repair algorithm is initiated. First the graph has to be
modified by the TS algorithm in order to reduce the maybe increased cost and a diver-
sification is made (detailed at the search management, paragraph 4.4.5. After that in
a given angle (+/- 40◦) or in two times 40◦ sector at both sides around the unsuccess-
fully inserted customer all the routes must be identified. These routes are combined in
every feasible way by 2-Opt and at each route combination the in depth-first search is
attempted again.

Post search. If a reasonable number of customers remains unrouted at the end of
the in depth-first search or their elimination seems to be promising after diversification,
then a post search is executed. The evaluation of the remained nodes is made by an
algorithm that considers the depot distance and the width of the time window (TC
factors) and also the insertion data provided the number of iterations is higher than a
defined value (5 ∗ Nv).
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The rough algorithm of node evaluation for the post-search

1: Count the number of the remaining nodes: m;
2: if (m > mcrit) then evaluation:=False
3: else
4: if (itNo < Nstat) then
5: if (m ≤ mcrit Div 2) then evaluation:=True
6: else Evaluation by an empirical formula f1(TCi, r′i);
7: else
8: if (m ≤ mcrit Div 2) then evaluation:=True
9: else Evaluation by insertion frequency;

10: end if ;
11: end if ;
12: return evaluation;

A limited number of cycles is allowed according to the Equation 4.23:

cyclemax = min {40, Round [Bc max(0.3, minTCr)/max(0.5, rr)]} (4.23)

Here Bc = Round(n/Nv/Nr) is the post search basic cycle that is reverse proportional
to the number of remaining customers on the partial route (Nr), minTCr is the min-
imum time constraint factor and rr is the maximum relative depot distance of the
remaining customers. Equation 4.23 “intelligently” increases the number of trials if the
number of remaining customers are low and behaves similarly if promising customers
are unrouted (they are close to the depot or have wide time windows) and at the same
time maximizes the number of cycles. The applied maximum cycle number (40) was
tested and seemed to be acceptable for reasonable computation time. Oscillations be-
tween post search cycles are identical to that one applied at the in depth-first search.
An oscillation contains defined number [5 · · · 15] of insertions, interchanges and 2-Opt
changes.

Search data management, data collection and processing. During the route
elimination procedure a list is used to prevent evolution of circles in customer ex-
change. The successful insertion frequency and the number of route elimination trials
per route are registered and processed. The insertion frequency is used for three pur-
poses: route selection for elimination -already described (Equation 4.22), deciding
insertion sequence -also discussed (page 44) and finally for diversification by TS.

It was observed -by data collection and visual check- that a number of nodes don’t
move from their original route during the route elimination. That means the search
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is limited to a certain neighbourhood. It comes from the neighbourhood graph def-
inition that only a limited subset of solutions can be reached from a given solution.
The idea was to enforce the unmoved nodes to a certain extent. It is well known,
if during the TS process there is no solution with lower cost than the actual one in
the neighbourhood -provided the tabu list is not hurt, in this case we (select the least
bad solution) penalize those nodes which move frequently by the following equation:
d′

k = dk − const · fm, where fm is the move frequency (collected in a database). The
value of the constant has no effect on the search: [5 · · · 10]. For comparison the modi-
fied cost (d′

k) is used instead of the real cost (dk). Tabu Search finds the move of the
least penalized customers cheaper and prefers their move to reveal new regions in the
solution space.

The essence of the GRE concept is: not only the moves made during the TS but
those made by the in depth first search are counted and added to the move frequency.
This way the unmoved nodes are forced. In order to moderate this effect the cost
increment has to be controlled. The Search management checks regularly the total
cost and compares it to the initial cost. If the relative cost increment is higher than
the user defined value [1.1 · · · 1.2] the customer move frequency data of TS are read-
justed to the starting value (100). For this reason the algorithm is divided into search
blocks. The starting value was defined to 100 because it gave a realistic block cycle
number (45 · · · 50) and the move ratio between the TS and the GRE is about 80−20%.
Figure 5.3 shows the search blocks and the operation of hybrid two phase metaheuristic.

For explanation lets take an example: n = 100, Nv = 10, the insertion success ratio
is 80%. If the block cycle is 50 then the estimated number of successful insertions is
50 · n/Nv · 0.8 = 400. In case of even distribution it would be 4 successful insertions
per node. According to the computational trials the maximum frequency went up to
4 · · · 5 times of the average, resulting ∼20% deviation.

The rough algorithm of a route elimination cycle:

1: Let p1 = Random(100) be;
(Selecting a route for elimination.)

2: if (p1 < 30) then Selecting one of the rarely tried routes.
3: else
4: if no statistical data then
5: Find the route with the lowest number of customers.
6: else
7: Selection based on statistical data by Equation 4.22.
8: end if ;
9: end if ; (End of route selection.)
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10: firstFail:=False;
11: costContrCount := 0;
12: Repeat
13: Select customer for insertion. (see the algorithm on page 44)
14: InsOK:=False;
15: if Recursive insertion is successful then InsOK:=True end if ;
16: if Not InsOK then
17: if 3-Opt Recursive insertion is successful then InsOK:=True end if ;
18: end if ;
19: if Not InsOK then
20: if Intelligent Reordering recursion is successful then InsOK:=True end if ;
21: end if ;
22: if Not InsOK and Not firstFail then
23: Cost control cycle;
24: costContrCount := 0;
25: if Not Repair algorithm (recursion) is successful then firstFail:=True end if ;
26: else
27: Inc(costContrCount);
28: end if ;
29: If (costContrCount > allowedNo) then
30: Cost control cycle;
31: costContrCount := 0;
32: end if ;

(The allowedNo depends on the initial No. of customers on the route.)
33: Until No more customer is found;
34: If (No. of remained customers>0) then Post Search end if ;

4.5 Tabu Search

In the second phase of the developed metaheuristic the same tabu search is applied for
finding cheaper solution as it was used for cost control of GRE. The basis of this TS
solution was the reactive tabu search developed by Chiang and Russel [21] with some
novelties as follows:

4.5.1 Neighbourhood operators

A summary about the TS algorithms was already described in the optimization review
(subsection 3.2.3). At this solution two neighbourhood structures were tested. One
of them is a three operator set (GH3) where the following operators were selected
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randomly:

• insertion: a node is inserted into another route,

• interchange: two nodes are swapped,

• 2-Opt: two routes are combined (see Figure 4.8)

Figure 4.8: 2-Opt operation

The other is the six operator version (S6), where the insertion and the interchange
operators are always evaluated using global best (GB) strategy. If no cheaper solution
is found with these operators the next one is used in the following order: intra route
3-Opt, interchange-21 (two nodes from one route and one node from the other are
swapped if it is feasible), interchange-22, interchange-32. It was expected that the (S6)
version is slower but gives better results. A test was made to compare these versions
additionally to assess the performance of the dynamic tabu list -another novelty of this
solution- (Figure 4.9 - 4.10).

4.5.2 Two level tabu list management

The first level of the tabu list management: If a move occurs from a solution
s1 to s2 certain arcs are extincted. The canceled arcs are put on the tabu list for a
number of iteration steps (L), where L is called tabu length. Instead of arcs other
authors use route identifiers, it means nodes are not allowed to return to the route
being on the tabu list. It is assumed the previous solution is less restrictive, although
the reconversion of arcs on tabu is forbidden in any case, while at the second version
it is possible on another route.

The normal tabu list (at this solution) has a minimum and a maximum length,
the initial values are: Lm = 6, LM = 12, the range for Lm is [4 · · · 8] and for LM

is [8 · · · 15]. The maximum length of the dynamic tabu list is calculated as follows:
LdM = (Lm +LM) div 2 (details in 4.5.3). These values are managed on the first level:
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• If no feasible neighbouring solution has been found by the given operator set and
it turns out three times, in that case the tabu list is supposed being too long.
Both the minimum and the maximum length of the tabu list and similarly the
maximum applied length of the dynamic tabu list are reduced by a multiplicator
(fr = 0.9).

• If there are no -or less than three- repetitions during a numerous number of
iterations the tabu list is considered too long. Let the variable step be the
number of iterations from the last oscillation, maxStep is a defined limit. At
this solution maxStep = 250 was applied and Rep is the number of solution
repetition. If (step > maxStep) and (Rep < 3) it can be the reason of a long
tabu list, that is the search is less exploitative or too explorative. The minimum
and maximum lengths are reduced similarly as before. The suggested values are
arbitrary but were tested by numerous computational runs.

• On the contrary, in case of frequent solution repetitions (the search tends to
be exploitative) the tabu list values have to be increased by a multiplier (fe =
1.1). The total number of solution repetitions (Rep) is counted since the last
oscillation. If (Rep > maxRep) and (step < maxStep/2) then minimum and
maximum lengths of the tabu list should be increased. For maxRep a value
of [8 · · · 15] is suggested (maxRep = 10 was applied). All these tabu length
modifications are designed to have reasonable number of oscillations and solution
repetitions.

The second level of the tabu list management: The length of the tabu list
equals to the minimum at the beginning of the search and is set to minimum after
each oscillation. Its length is increased proportionally in case of any solution repetition.
This way the algorithm is forced to make ever longer “cycles”.

Oscillation management: A part of the oscillations are determined by the previ-
ously described tabu list management. If the global best solution has not been improved
for quite a lot of iteration steps and no oscillation has recently been made it seems to
be rational to leave the region of the solution space provided some other conditions
are satisfied: the actual cost is not very close to the global best one (C −C∗ > dCcrit)
and the trend of the found costs increases. C∗ is the cost of the global best solution
and dCcrit is a user defined cost difference (≈ 0.1% of the actual total cost).

4.5.3 A bipartite and dynamic tabu list

At this solution the tabu list has a dynamic part next to the normal tabu list -this name
is used because the other part of the tabu list is also changed by the tabu management,
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but the dynamic part might change in each iteration step. Its maximum value was
already described but the applied maximum (Ldm) is calculated by the user defined
percentage. Its length changes proportionally according to the found cost reduction.
If the algorithm finds a considerable cost reduction that means the previous solution
was relatively bad one, so it is not desirable to go back there. By the application of the
dynamic tabu list a continuous intensification is realized because the more significant
cost reduction is found the more intensive search is made around that solution. The
actual length of the dynamic list is: Ld = 0 if the cost reduction is not positive,
otherwise Ld = min{Ldm, Round [Ldm(dk/(η C))]}, where Ldm is the maximum length
of the dynamic list, dk is the found cost reduction, C is the actual cost of the solution,
η is a factor to calculate the cost reduction belonging to the maximum length of the
dynamic tabu list (in the solution η = 0.2 was applied).

Figure 4.9: Found cost of Tabu Search variants

4.5.4 Evaluation of TS versions

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the performance of five different tabu search configu-
rations distinguished by the three numbers after the hyphen, these are as follows. The
first number is 1 or 0 indicating if the dynamic tabu list (LdM = 9, Ldm = 6) was used
or not. Similarly the second number is 1 if (S6) and 0 if GH3 operator set was used
and finally the third number is 1 if the reactive TS was used otherwise zero. This way
the tested 5 versions are the following: T-001, T-101, T-000, T-010, T-110. For this
test R100, R105, R201, R205, C101, C105, C201, C205, RC101, RC105, RC201, RC205
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Figure 4.10: Search time of Tabu Search variants in seconds

were selected from the Solomon test problems. At the GH3 versions 10 runs were made
-because of the variance of the received data- and 5 runs for the others (altogether 120
and 60 runs for each comparison). The chart shows the average computation time of
the tabu search and the average found cost.

Conclusions from the TS investigation

1. The GH3 versions (T-010, T-110) have much lower time needs about 20-25% of
the S6 operator set but the found cost is 4-5% higher.

2. A certain cost reduction effect of the dynamic tabu list can be seen comparing
T-010 and T-110 but it is insensible at the other searches. Its explanation is: a
very intensive search is made by the S6 operator set.

3. What is interesting these computation runs haven’t shown improvement coming
from the usage of the reactive tabu search although its extra time needs is incon-
spicuous. Another two computation trials were made (additional 360 runs) but
no improvement could be detected by reactive TS. Another investigation would
be necessary involving more problems. At the evaluation we have to bear in
mind the tabu search is deterministic and the comparison was made with the
application of the S6 operator set -an intensive search was made. On the other
hand if a solution returns the search doesn’t continue necessarily the same way
then before. To repeat the same iteration steps it would also be necessary to
have exactly the same tabu list but its probability in most cases is very low.
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4. The search result and the search time are determined first of all by the used
neighbourhood operators.

4.5.5 Realized tabu search algorithm

The Tabu Search below applies the aspiration criteria: if the found solution better
than the global best solution the tabu list is neglected. In order to simplify notations
in the algorithm the tabu (T ) and the intensification lists (I) are considered as if they
store solutions instead attributes. In the solution the restricted arcs are stored in the
short-term memory. Another features of the algorithm the two-level tabu list man-
agement and the dynamic tau list, additionally it was necessary to handle the s′ = ∅
occurrence, coming from the increment of the tabu list length.

The developed Tabu Search algorithm is as follows:

1: Delete solution attribute list;
2: Delete tabu lists: T := ∅, I := ∅; (I: intensification list)
3: ItNo := 0, GBItNo := 0, countTSout := 0, maxStep := 250;
4: s∗ := s;
5: Repeat
6: TSout:=False; oscil:=False;
7: Repeat
8: Let (s′) the best solution in N(s, x);
9: if fx(s

′) < fx(s
∗) then

10: s∗ := s′ (aspiration criteria!)
11: else
12: Let s′ the best solution in {N(s, x)\T\I};
13: if s′ = ∅ then
14: TSout:=True
15: end if ;
16: end if ;
17: s := s′;
18: T := T ∪ s′\s′′; where: s′′: solution removed from tabu,
19: Modify intensification list (I);
20: Check/Set attribute list for solution repetition;
21: Inc(ItNo);
22: Until (ItNo > maxIt) or oscil or TSout;

23: if oscill then
24: Oscillation and initializations
25: else
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26: act:=False;
27: if TSout then
28: Inc(countTSout);

Resolve tabu restriction:
29: Inc(ItNo, 2);
30: Inc(maxIteration, 1);
31: end if ;
32: if (countTSout > 2) or ((ItNo − oscItNo > maxStep) and (Rep<3)) then
33: Lm := Max[4, T runc(fr ∗ Lm)];
34: LM := Max[8, T runc(fr ∗ LM)];
35: Ldm := Max[2, T runc(fr ∗ Ldm)];
36: Oscillation and initialization;
37: if (countTSout > 2) then (countTSout := 0) end if ;
38: act:=True;
39: end if ;
40: if Not act and (ItNo − oscItNo < maxStepDiv2) and (Rep > maxRep) then
41: Lm := Min[8, Round(fe ∗ Lm)];
42: LM := Min[15, Round(fe ∗ LM)];
43: Ldm := Min[6, Round(fe ∗ Ldm)];
44: Oscillation and initialization;
45: act:=True;
46: end if ;
47: if Not act and (ItNo − GBItNo > maxStep) and

(ItNo − oscItNo > maxStep) and (C − C∗ > Ccrit)
and trendOfCost ⇑ then

48: Oscillation and initialization;
49: end if ;
50: end if ;
51: Until (ItNo > maxIt);
52: Return s∗;
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Figure 4.11: Jackson diagram of Guided Route Elimination
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Figure 4.12: Recursive Node Insertion
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4.6 The algorithm of HGRE

1: Initial Route Construction (No. of cycles is defined by the user);
(Solutions are stored ordered on a dynamic list)

2: Set i := 0; Set continue;
(continue := [Proc.T ime < 20 min.] and [Nv ≤ NBest])

3: while (i < NIRC) and continue do
(NIRC : Max number of Initial Solutions)

4: Select Best Solution from IRC list;
5: Set j := 0; Set continue;
6: while(j < NEB) and continue do

(NEB: Max number of Initiated Blocks)
7: Set k := 0; Set continue;
8: while(k < NIB) and continue do

(NIB: Max cycle number of route elimination in a single Block)
9. A Route Elimination cycle (Algorithm on Page 49);
10: Let C :=Total travel distance;
11: Set continue;
12: Inc(k);
13: if (C > 1.15 · CB) and continue and (k < NIB) then
14: Travel Distance Reduction by TS;
15: Set MoveFrequency := 100;
16: end if ;
17: end while;
18: Inc(j);
19: if (j < NEB) and continue then

NIRC : Max. number of initial solutions on the list;
20: Discard actual solution;
21: Retrieve Initial solution;
22: Oscillation;
23: end if ;
24: end while;
25: Inc(i);
26: end while;
27: Select Best Solution after GRE;
28: Second search phase (Travel distance reduction with Tabu Search);
29: Return Best Solution;
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5 The developed computer program

Figure 5.1: User surface of the developed software

On the website http://web.cba.neu.edu/∼msolomon/problems.htm the Solomon
benchmark problems can be found. Next to the computer program for the two-phase
hybrid algorithm a software had to be developed in order to convert Solomon problem
data from HTML file into .db files. These programs were written on Delphi platform
by dynamic memory programming. The extent of these softwares is much beyond
this writing (229 pages) that’s why the source files are on the attached CD ROM.
Consequently this chapter of the dissertation is quite short, first the user surface then
the program structure is introduced including a Jackson diagram of Main program and
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the classification of the 206 procedures of the application and finally sample runs are
presented in Figures 5.4 - 5.9.

5.1 Program surface guidance

The following list is the user surface guidance of the developed computer
program (see figure 5.1) :

• Normal search: There is no further computation if the ever found best result
is achieved (otherwise the search is limited to the given iteration cycle number
and the maximum given computation time).

• Number of RE ext. cycles: Maximum number of initial solutions processed
by the route elimination heuristic.

• Number of RE int. cycles: Maximum number of the initiated search blocks
(see Figure 5.3).

• Max. iteration: Maximum number of iterations for the tabu search.

• Number of initial solutions: The user can set this value up to 5. It means
that maximum 5 ∗ 42 = 210 initial solutions are generated and the best 40 of
them are stored on a suitable dynamic list.

• Number of proc. solutions: Maximum 10 of the best initial solutions are
processed by the tabu search.

• Number of cycles per problem: This function is needed for providing statis-
tical data. The set value gives the number of repetitive solutions of the selected
problem instance and the results (NV, TD, CT ) are saved in a data base.

• Save solution (or show routes): Depending on the status of the check-box
the results are saved in a data base or the final solution is shown at the end of
the search (see Figures 5.4 - 5.9).

• Critical solutions: It served test reasons, some difficult problem could be ex-
cluded from the search.

• Cost control cycles in RE: Basic value of cost control cycles used by the route
elimination algorithm.

• Cost control cycles in PS: Similar to the previous one but used by the post
search.
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• Max. int. search time: The block search-time can be limited by the set value.

• Max. ext. search time: The computation time of processing initial solutions
can be limited by the set value.

• DynTLength%: The maximum length of the dynamic tabu list equals to the
average value of the traditional tabu list. The set value determines the length of
the used dynamic tabu list (in percent of the maximum).

• GH3(S6): Depending on the check-box status the GH3 or the S6 operator set
is used.

• ReactiveTS: Depending on the check-box status the reactive tabu search is used
otherwise not.

• Statistics: The found solution results are saved in a data base if the statistics
check-box is checked. The search starts from R101 if no serial number is given
in the first edit-box (otherwise it starts from the given serial number).

• Search list: If the 12 edit-boxes (or a part of them) are filled in, then these
problem instances are processed. The problem names have to be written into the
edit boxes (for instance: R105). Typing errors are neglected.

• Test problem radio buttons: If the search list is empty and no statistical
search is checked then the checked radio buttons is effective (single search).

5.2 Program structure, procedures

In the Appendix a numbered and classified list of the 206 procedures of the devel-
oped computer program can be found. The procedures are divided into the following
7 groups, three of them belong to the heuristics (Initial Route Construction, Guided
Route Elimination and the Tabu Search), the remaining 4 groups needed for other
functions such as data retrieve, solution save, test and slave methods. The indicated
numbers in brackets give the serial number of the relevant procedures in the Appendix.
The names of the procedures and their variables give further hints at their operations.
For detailed study of the computer program the above mentioned CD ROM is avail-
able. Figure 5.2 shows the structure while Figure 5.3 represents the operation of the
main program. The Jackson diagram of the Guided Route Elimination is in Figure 4.11.

The seven groups of the procedures are as follows:

1. Control of main program, retrieve data and save solutions (1 · · · 13).
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2. Methods for providing initial solutions (14 · · · 26).

3. Methods for handling Tabu list (27 · · · 36).

4. Tabu Search methods (37 · · · 83).

5. Methods for Guided Route Elimination (84 · · · 130).

6. Slave methods (131 · · · 185).

7. Test methods (186 · · · 206).

Figure 5.2: Jackson diagram of the main program for VRP with Time Windows
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Figure 5.3: Block scheme of the developed hybrid two-phase metaheuristic
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5.3 Sample runs

The following figures show sample runs on each of the typical problem types
(figure 5.4 - 5.9) . Under the pictures the problem type, the total travel distance (TD)
and the number of routes (NV ) are given.

Figure 5.4: Solution of R102, TD: 1490.63, NV : 17
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Figure 5.5: Solution of R208, TD: 795.68, NV : 2

Figure 5.6: Solution of C102, TD: 828.94, NV : 10
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Figure 5.7: Solution of C203, TD: 591.17, NV : 3

Figure 5.8: Solution of RC101, TD: 1702.68, NV : 14
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Figure 5.9: Solution of RC206, TD: 1238.75, NV : 3
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6 Computational results, conclusion, PhD the-
ses, future plans

6.1 Computational results

The computer program for the developed two-phase hybrid algorithm was written on
Delphi platform and was tested on the Solomon Problem Set on 1.7 GHz computer
(RAM: 128 MB). A maximum pre-adjusted search time was 30 minutes and fix configu-
ration parameters were used in the sense that all the searches were made with identical
setting-up. At the initial route construction and at the route filling up (α, λ, ω) were
varied according to Subsection 4.3.7. The initial minimum tabu list length was 6,
maximum tabu list length was 12, maximum length of the dynamic tabu list was 6
(70%). The algorithm applies different techniques during the GRE procedure depend-
ing on the actual number of routes or the variances of TC factors. The other search
parameters were used:

• c1 =3, number of search blocks,

• c2 =2, maximum cycles within a search block (see Figure 5.3),

• ri,k + rk,j ≤ r, cost limit used in the depth first search,

Several factors influence the performance of algorithms:

• available computer (mainly processor and RAM),

• number of runs, which the best results are selected from,

• configuration parameter values applied during the search,

• optimization criteria used (primary and secondary objectives),

• programming language,
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Thangiah Chiang Taillard Liu Homberger
Problem Mean et al. & Russell et al. & Shen & Gehring HGRE
class values (1995) (1997) (1997) (1999) (2005) fix. par.

MNV 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
C1 MTD 830.80 835.23 828.45 841.33 828.45 828.38

MCT 255 369 14630 1459 604 166
MNV 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

C2 MTD 654.20 617.26 590.30 591.03 589.96 590.32
MCT 315 733 16375 224 702 440
MNV 12.33 12.25 12.25 12.25 12.08 11.92

R1 MTD 1249.30 1247.86 1216.70 1253.68 1211.67 1227.89
MCT 1515 577 13774 2495 1229 328
MNV 3.09 2.73 3.00 2.82 2.82 2.73

R2 MTD 1007.30 1065.40 995.38 1022.08 950.72 987.91
MCT 1389 907 20232 403 1161 694
MNV 12.00 12.00 11.88 12.00 11.50 11.50

RC1 MTD 1438.00 1423.75 1367.51 1416.11 1395.93 1400.78
MCT 971 462 11264 1868 1179 329
MNV 3.37 3.25 3.38 3.25 3.25 3.25

RC2 MTD 1243.70 1253.69 1165.62 1230.31 1135.09 1156.63
MCT 1212 872 11596 430 1337 841
CNV 419 413 416 414 408 405

All CTD 60236 60568 57993 59759 57422 58239
Tot.T ime 5657 3920 87871 6879 6212 2798

Table 6.1: Comparing the results of the designed HGRE algorithms to that of the best
known metaheuristics by fix parameters

It is quite difficult to find perfect comparison, first because of the continuous improve-
ment of the computer platforms, processors and RAM capacities, secondly because of
the differences in the used parameters, the optimization criteria and the programming
languages. In the article of Homberger and Gehring [52] data of some outstanding so-
lutions can be found and were used for comparing the results of the developed HGRE
algorithm to them. The comparison is made to solutions with fix- and varied configu-
ration parameters, although the HGRE should rather a constant parameter algorithm
be considered than fix one (Table 6.1 - 6.2).

The best results were selected from a series of 10 independent runs per problem
instance then the mean number of vehicles (MNV ), mean travel distance (MTD) and
the mean computation time per problem type (MCT ) were calculated. Additionally
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Chiang Taillard Liu Homberger
Problem Mean & Russell et al. & Shen & Gehring HGRE
class values (1997) (1997) (1999) (2005) fix. par.

MNV 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
C1 MTD 828.38 828.38 830.06 828.38 828.38

MNV 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
C2 MTD 591.42 589.86 591.03 589.86 590.32

MNV 12.17 12.17 12.17 11.92 11.92
R1 MTD 1204.19 1209.35 1249.57 1212.73 1227.89

MNV 2.73 2.82 2.82 2.73 2.73
R2 MTD 1065.40 995.38 1022.08 950.72 987.91

MNV 11.88 11.50 11.88 11.50 11.50
RC1 MTD 1397.44 1389.22 1412.87 1386.44 1400.78

MNV 3.25 3.38 3.25 3.25 3.25
RC2 MTD 1229.54 1117.44 1204.87 1118.52 1156.63

CNV 411 410 412 405 405
All CTD 58502 57523 59318 57192 58239

Table 6.2: Comparing the results of the designed HGRE algorithms to that of the best
known metaheuristics by varied parameters

the cumulated number of vehicles (CNV ) and the cumulated travel distance (CTD)
are reported. In Tables 6.1 - 6.2 bold letters were used if the found value is the best
one or equals to the best known result. In the appendix Figures 6.3 - 6.8 contain the
detailed best results from the mentioned 10 runs per problem instances.

Detailed computational results In the following Table 6.3 - 6.8 the best results
of 10 computational runs are presented. The number of routes (NV ) and total travel
distances (TD) are compared to the ever found best results. Additionally the search
time distribution can be found in the tables, next to the total search time (Tot.T ime)
the time needs for the initial solutions (IRC time) and that of the route elimination
(RE time).

6.2 Conclusion

The importance of the two phases of metaheuristics is also expressed and supported by
computational runs of Homberger and Gehring on RC101 problem [52]. The removal
of the first search phase caused drastic loss with respect to the primary objective.
Their complete solution gave the average of 10 runs: NV = 14.0 and TD = 1678.71.
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Problem NV TD IRC time RE time Tot.time BestNV Best TD
RC101 19 1650.80 1 0 168 19 1645.79
RC102 17 1486.41 3 1 154 17 1486.12
RC103 13 1300.61 5 1 174 13 1292.68
RC104 9 1019.98 8 381 629 9 1007.24
RC105 14 1385.28 3 2 177 14 1377.11
RC106 12 1265.19 4 3 181 12 1251.98
RC107 10 1128.99 6 209 418 10 1104.66
RC108 9 990.23 11 348 594 9 960.88
RC109 11 1208.78 6 17 228 11 1194.73
RC110 10 1142.58 8 220 455 10 1118.59
RC111 10 1123.87 7 185 401 10 1096.72
RC112 9 1032.00 12 102 355 9 982.14
Average 11.92 1227.89 6.17 122.42 327.83 11.92 1209.89

Table 6.3: Computational results, best of 10 runs of Problem R1

Removing the first phase it was: NV = 17.0 and TD = 1725.59. The arguments found
there and the experiences in this study support the necessity of the two phases.

The developed hybrid two-phase algorithm tailored to middle size Vehicle Routing
Problem with Time Windows. One of the major objectives of the study was to develop
an effective route elimination algorithm, to find out if the search can be guided through
low cost solutions from where the in depth-first search is successful. It can be seen
that the developed solution is the best one in terms of the primary objective (NV )
and it is among the best ones in the secondary objective (also within those algorithms
having variable configuration parameters).

It worth mentioning that the comparison of the secondary objectives only makes
sense if the first priorities are equals. The reason is that the lowest travel distance is
found -many times- not at the lowest number of routes. That means it is easier to
reach lower cost with higher number of routes. It can be seen from Table 6.1 that
Taillard et al. could reach almost the same CTD = 57993 at MNV = 416 in 1997
than Homber and Gehring CTD = 57422 at MNV = 408 in 2005.

The computation time comparison is the most difficult one owing to the already
detailed reasons but it is considerable that the total computation time of HGRE is
Tot.T ime = 2798 versus Tot.T ime = 6212 of another solution in 2005. Disregarding
the inevitable differences in computer configurations it means that HGRE gives com-
petitive results within shorter time than other solutions. The deep-first search -and
the cost control- is very time consuming especially if 25 · · · 30 customer nodes have to
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Problem NV TD IRC time RE time Tot.time BestNV Best TD
RC201 4 1263.79 36 0 390 4 1252.37
RC202 3 1209.50 40 49 353 3 1191.70
RC203 3 954.58 59 0 353 3 939.54
RC204 2 867.97 124 338 985 2 825.52
RC205 3 1039.95 59 0 474 3 994.42
RC206 3 957.32 73 0 505 3 906.14
RC207 2 945.99 83 775 1487 2 893.33
RC208 2 740.51 106 0 765 2 726.75
RC209 3 960.29 75 0 498 3 909.16
RC210 3 966.05 70 0 498 3 939.34
RC211 2 961.02 137 353 1324 2 892.71
Average 2.73 987.91 78.36 137.73 693.82 2.73 951.91

Table 6.4: Computational results, best of 10 runs of Problem R2

Problem NV TD IRC time RE time Tot.time BestNV Best TD
C101 10 828.94 3 0 147 10 828.94
C102 10 828.94 4 0 151 10 828.94
C103 10 828.06 8 0 175 10 828.06
C104 10 824.78 8 0 196 10 824.78
C105 10 828.94 4 0 147 10 828.94
C106 10 828.94 4 0 154 10 828.94
C107 10 828.94 5 0 162 10 828.94
C108 10 828.94 6 0 176 10 828.94
C109 10 828.94 7 0 188 10 828.94

Average 10 828.38 5.44 0.00 166.22 10.00 828.38

Table 6.5: Computational results, best of 10 runs of Problem C1

be inserted. That effect might be improved at the further development.

The computation time analysis shows the time ratio of the initial route construction
(IRC time), the route elimination (RE time) and the tabu search (TS. T ime). The
Table 6.9 shows these time percentages for the 56 Solomon problems as an average. It
is considerable that route elimination time is only a slim portion of the computation
time (15.5%) and the major part is the tabu search (79%) while the initial route con-
struction is reasonably low percentage (5.5%).

The performance of the tabu search was detailed in Subsection 4.5.4 while that one
of the new initial route construction in Subsection 4.3.8. The probability function based
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Problem NV TD IRC time RE time Tot.time BestNV Best TD
C201 3 591.56 23 0 404 3 591.56
C202 3 591.56 28 0 428 3 591.56
C203 3 591.17 31 0 450 3 591.17
C204 3 593.93 40 0 506 3 590.60
C205 3 588.88 25 2 425 3 558.88
C206 3 588.49 26 0 429 3 588.49
C207 3 588.49 25 0 436 3 558.29
C208 3 588.49 29 0 443 3 558.32

Average 3.00 590.32 28.38 0.25 440.13 0.00 589.86

Table 6.6: Computational results, best of 10 runs of Problem C2

Problem NV TD IRC time RE time Tot.time BestNV Best TD
RC101 14 1696.95 2 15 188 14 1696.94
RC102 12 1565.82 3 22 199 12 1554.75
RC103 11 1276.27 4 3 174 11 1261.67
RC104 10 1158.35 6 0 159 10 1135.48
RC105 13 1646.67 2 37 208 13 1629.44
RC106 11 1424.73 3 1023 1261 11 1424.73
RC107 11 1248.95 4 2 171 11 1230.48
RC108 10 1188.46 5 2 271 10 1139.82
Average 11.50 1400.78 3.63 138.00 328.88 11.50 1384.16

Table 6.7: Computational results, best of 10 runs of Problem RC1

new initial route construction can be used for quick search because its performance in
terms of the primary objective is only 7.8% worse the the ever found best solutions.
The actual best number of routes of the Solomon problem set can be found in the
appendix. The updated best results are available at:

http://www.sintef.no/static/am/opti/projects/top/vrp/bknown.html

6.3 PhD theses

This section is a summary about the main results and novelties of the study and these
are assorted into theses. An additional thesis book is prepared that’s why this summary
is confined to the subjects plus the section and page numbers are indicated.

• Thesis 1: I applied a new objective function for the initial route con-
struction. The new objective function takes also the relative width
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Problem NV TD IRC time RE time Tot.time BestNV Best TD
RC201 4 1425.49 14 2 1357 4 1406.91
RC202 3 1440.11 23 217 643 3 1367.09
RC203 3 1117.94 29 65 1034 3 1049.62
RC204 3 805.90 61 0 548 3 798.41
RC205 4 1316.05 21 2 388 4 1297.19
RC206 3 1201.66 23 7 1002 3 1146.32
RC207 3 1087.65 30 6 1214 3 1061.14
RC208 3 858.26 53 0 544 3 828.14
Average 3.25 1156.63 31.75 37.38 841.25 3.25 1119.35

Table 6.8: Computational results, best of 10 runs of Problem RC2

IRC time RE time TS. T ime Tot. T ime

Average time [ s ] 153.72 435,77 2208.63 2798.12

Average time [ % ] 5.5 15.5 79 100

Table 6.9: Computation time distribution

of the time windows into account next to the travel distance, wait-
ing time and savings. I pointed out the improving effect of the new
objective function on the number of routes of the initial solutions.

– Introduction of a new objective function for insertion heuristics, involving
Time constraint factor (TC) into the formula (Equation 4.11, Page 27),

– Definition and application of relative constraint factors in order to express
problem specific knowledge and to use them expansively at the two phase
hybrid metaheuristic (HGRE) (Equation 4.12, Page 27),

– Demonstration of the improving effect of the new objective function on the
number of routes obtained after initial route construction (Tables 4.1 - 4.3,
Page 29),

• Thesis 2: I elaborated a procedure for route initialization (for seed
selection) based on a probability function constructed for this purpose.
I introduced intelligent solutions, designed implemented and evaluated
a sequential and a parallel route construction. I described a probability
function based route construction algorithm.

– Investigation how to use probability functions for representation of intuitive
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human strategies. Investigation how to increase the intelligence of the route
construction phase (Subsection 4.3.1, Page 25),

– Construction and use of probability functions. Determination of function
parameters (Equation 4.14, Page 31),

– A “single node check” was introduced (Subsection 4.3.1, Page 25),
– Specification of a route construction algorithm based on probability func-

tion. Installation and comparison -based on computational results- of the
sequential and the parallel route construction heuristic, (Subsection 4.3.6,
Page 32),

• Thesis 3: I determined then mathematically and computationally tested
for VRP: continuous cost control aids route elimination.

– Route elimination implicates -with high probability- Total Travel
Distance (TTD) reduction. (Subsection 4.4.1, Page 37),

– Mathemathical and computational verification. (Subsection 4.4.1, Page 38),
– Reduction of TTD implicates the expansion of the neighbourhood

solutions. It helps to reveal new regions in the solution space. Computa-
tional verification. (Subsection 4.4.1, Page 40),

– Secondary reason for cost control (Subsection 4.4.1, Page 40),
– Checking the feasibility of a new algorithm with continuous cost control.

(Subsection 4.4.1, Page 41),

• Thesis 4: I introduced new methods into the route elimination proce-
dure: 3-Opt operations for search space extension, Repair Algorithm,
Post Search and Multi-Strategy Application. I checked the effects of
the new methods by computation.

– Search space extension by 3-Opt operations in the depth first search. (Sub-
section 4.4.5, page 46, Page 58),

– Development of the Post Search Algorithm (Subsection 4.4.5, Page 47),
– Development of the Repair Algorithm (Subsection 4.4.5, Page 47),
– Introduction of Multi-Strategy Application (MSA) (Subsection 4.4.3, Page

42). Application examples for Multi-Strategy Application (Subsection 4.4.5,
Page 44),

• Thesis 5: I applied two-level tabu list management and introduced the
dynamic tabu list. I evaluated the new methods and some neighbour-
hood operators. I specified the algorithm of the realized Tabu Search
with dynamic tabu list and two-level tabu management.
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– Introduction of the two-level tabu list management (Subsection 4.5.2, Page
51),

– Introduction of the bipartite and dynamic tabu list (Subsection 4.5.3, Page
52),

– Investigation of the effect of the dynamic tabu list and the operator set on
the solution quality (Subsection 4.9, Page 53),

– Specification of the realized Tabu Search algorithm with dynamic tabu list
and two-level tabu management. (Subsection 4.5.5, Page 55),

• Thesis 6: I worked out the Guided Route Elimination concept, which
is the core element of the two-phase hybrid metaheuristic, its main
purpose is the extension of the search space. I introduced the search
blocks and determined their cycle number. I gave the specification of
the Guided Route Elimination.

– Observation of immovable nodes, conceptualize the exploration of extended
neighbourhood.

– Development of the Guided Route Elimination concept,

– Introduction of search blocks, installation and testing the algorithm (Sub-
section 4.4.5, Page 48),

– Specification of the Guided Route Elimination (Subsection 4.4.5, Page 43),

• Thesis 7: I made a computer implementation for the developed two
phase hybrid metaheuristic. I categirized the procedures and doc-
umented the program, made computational runs and compared the
results to the best international heuristics, showing that HGRE is one
of the best one developed so far in this subject.

– The computer program has 206 procedures assorted by function in the Ap-
pendix and the source code -including an auxiliary application- is on the
attached CD.

– A Jackson diagram of the main program is in Figure 5.2 (Page 63) and the
user surface guidance is in Subsection 5.1 (Page 61),

– The international comparison -with fix and varied parameters- can be seen
in Table 6.1 - Table 6.2 (Page 70) the detailed computational data are in
Table 6.3 - Table 6.8 (Page 70). According to the comparison HGRE is
competitive with the best heuristics developed so far, in terms of route
numbers and search time it is the best one.
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6.4 Future plans

At the developed solution the route elimination was the primary focus. The main idea
was to roam in the “valleys” applying a continuous cost control. A solution alternative
of the first phase could be to run a tabu search and call the depth first search if the
chance for route elimination is good (the role of the TS could be reversed retaining the
applied model).

É.D.Taillard et al. [102] (2001) analyzed the development of metaheuristics such
as TS, scatter search (SS), colony systems (AS) and genetic algorithms (GA). They
found out that these methods has a lot of similarities so a unified view was proposed
under the name of adaptive memory programming (AMP). It must be noted that this
name was already suggested by Glover in terms of tabu search. The common features
of these methods are:

• all these metaheuristics include a procedure to create initial solutions using in-
formation stored in the memory,

• they apply local search methods to improve the actual solution,

• they memorize solutions or certain data structures during the search process,

• they update the memory with the actual solution,

The population of GA, the pheromone trail of an ant system or the tabu list of TS can
be considered as a special kind of memory. There are metaheuristics such as simulated
annealing (SA) and threshold accepting they do not follow AMP scheme, the basic
versions of these metaheuristics work without memory.

Taillard et al. suggested basic AMP schemes for the most important combinatorial
optimization problems (quadratic assignment problem, VRP and graph coloring). At
the same time they emphasized that despite the same principles the methods may
differ a lot in the implementation details and in the problem specific intelligence that
are not embedded in metaheuristics that should be brought by the designer.

In the near future an AMP based solution is planned for large problems (1000 cus-
tomers) including the best methods and experiences gained here. The guided route
elimination -as one of the most successful part of the solution- is going to be applied
but only in the most promising situations for saving computation time. The applied
neighbourhood structure is a question to be determined later. Total exploration of the
neighbourhood seems to be time consuming so the First Best strategy should be used
instead of the Global Best.
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The planned AMP algorithm for a large scale VRP with Time Windows:

1: Construct Initial solutions: {si} = SI ;
2: Select a given number (ms) of solutions: R = {sk} ⊂ SI

with the best fitness value: fx(sk);
3: Improve the solutions sk ∈ R;
4: Let M : memory, Initialize the memory: M ← R ;
5: Let s∗ the best solution in M ;
6: Let s′ the worst solution in M ;
7: Let f1 the best and f2 the worst fitness in M ;
8: ItNo := 0, stop:=False;
9: Repeat
10: Make a copy of the Memory: R′ ← M ;
11: Set s = ∅;
12: Repeat
13: Random select: t ∈ R′;
14: Let s ← s ∪ {t};
15: ∀t′ ∈ R′: t′ ∩ t 	= ∅ set: R′ ← R′\{t′};

(Remove all routes from R′ having common nodes with t)
16: Until (R′ 	= ∅);
17: Repeat
18: Identify an unrouted customer;
19: Try to insert using GRE;
20: If insertion fails initialize a new route;
21: Until (unrouted is not found);
22: Improve actual solution (s) using GRE and TS;
23: Calculate: fx(s);
24: if (fx(s)>f1) then
25: f1 := fx(s);
26: s∗ ← s;
27: end if ;
28: M ← {M\s′} (Remove the worst solution from memory);
29: M ← {M ∪ s} ;
30: Identify s′, Calculate f2;
31: Inc(ItNo);
32: Check stop condition;
33: Until (stop:=True);
34: Travel distance reduction by TS;
35: Return s∗;
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7 Notations and glossary

C : Total travel distance of the actual solution,
C∗ : Total travel distance of the Global Best solution,
Ct : Cost of a tour,
c : Insertion cost,
cb : Cost of a partial route before insertion,
ca : Cost of a partial route after insertion,
Lm : Minimum length of the tabu list,
LM : Maximum length of the tabu list,
fr : Tabu list length reducing multiplicator,
fe : Tabu list length increasing multiplicator,
fx : Objective function of the optimization,
LdM : Maximum length of the dynamic tabu list,
Ldm : Maximum applied length of the dynamic tabu list,
Ld : Actual length of the dynamic tabu list,
qi : Demand of customer i,
Qi : Capacity of vehicle i,
Nv : Number of vehicles (route number),
Nr : Customers on the actual route,
tei : Earliest time to start service at customer i,
tli : Latest time to start service at customer i,
tsi : Service time at customer i,
twi : Waiting time at customer i,
twbi : Waiting time before insertion at customer i,
twai : Waiting time after insertion at customer i,
tw : Waiting time,
ti,j : Travel time between customers i and j,
ti : Actual arrival time at customer i,
r : Distance from depot,
ri : Customer distance from depot,
r′i : Relative depot distance of customer i,
rmax : Depot distance of the farthest customer,
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rij : Distance between nodes i and j,
rsb : Relative seed border,
s : Actual solution,
s′ : The best solution in the neighbourhood of N(s, x)
s∗ : Global Best solution,
Nv : Number of routes (vehicles),
Nvp : Number of routes at preliminary solution,
ns : Number of initial seeds at parallel route construction,
n : Number of customers,
TCi : Time constraint factor of customer i,
TC : Average time constraint of the problem,
f, f ∗ : Time-cost coefficients,
Iijk : Ii,j,k = 0 if there is no arc in the solution between nodes i and j on the route k

else Iijk = 1,
α : Cost function parameter,
λ : Cost function parameter,
ω : Cost function parameter,
MNV : Mean number of vehicles,
TD : Travel distance,
MTD : Mean travel distance,
MCT : Mean computation time per problem type,
CNV : Cumulated number of vehicles,
CTD : Cumulated travel distance,
ItNo : Actual iteration cycle-number,

AI : Artificial Intelligence,
ANN : Artificial Neural Networks,
CAM : Computer Aided Manufacturing,
CIM : Computer Integrated Manufacturing,
DAI : Distributed Artificial Intelligence,
HMS : Holonic Manufacturing Systems,
LAN : Local Area Network,
WAN : Wide Area Network,

maxIt : Maximum number of iterations,
GBItNo : Iteration cycle-number, where the last Global Best solution was found,
IRCtime : Computation time of the initial route construction,
REtime : Computation time of the route elimination,
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Tot.T ime : Total computation time of HGRE,
BestNv : Best number of routes found by metaheuristics,
BestTD : Best travel distance found by metafeuristics,

Unexplained equations in the the study are justified by computational experiences.
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8 Appendix

Best Known Solutions by Heuristics for Solomon Benchmarks

Problem Nv Distance Authors Problem Nv Distance Authors
R101 19 1645.79 H R201 4 1252.37 HG
R102 17 1486.12 RT R202 3 1191.70 RGP
R103 13 1292.68 LLH R203 3 939.54 M
R104 9 1007.24 M R204 2 825.52 BVH
R105 14 1377.11 RT R205 3 994.42 RGP
R106 12 1251.98 M R206 3 906.14 SSSD
R107 10 1104.66 S97 R207 2 893.33 BVH
R108 9 960.88 BBB R208 2 726.75 M
R109 11 1194.73 HG R209 3 909.16 H
R110 10 1118.59 M R210 3 939.34 M
R111 10 1096.72 RGP R211 2 892.71 BVH
R112 19 982.14 GTA - - - -

Table 8.1: Best Known Solutions Identified by Heuristics for Solomon’s (1987) Bench-
mark R-problems

Legend:
BVH - R. Bent and P. Van Hentenryck, A Two-Stage Hybrid Local Search for the Ve-
hicle Routing Problem with Time Windows, Technical Report CS-01-06, Department
of Computer Science, Brown University, 2001.
BBB - J. Berger, M. Barkaoui and O. Bräysy, A Parallel Hybrid Genetic Algorithm for
the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows, Working paper, Defense Research
Establishment Valcartier, Canada, 2001.
CC - Z. J. Czech and P. Czarnas, A Parallel Simulated Annealing for the Vehicle
Routing Problem with Time Windows, Proc. 10th Euromicro Workshop on Paral-
lel, Distributed and Network-based Processing, Canary Islands, Spain, (January 9–11,
2002), 376–383.
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Problem Nv Distance Authors Problem Nv Distance Authors
C101 10 828.94 RT C201 3 591.56 RT
C102 10 828.94 RT C202 3 591.56 RT
C103 10 828.06 RT C203 3 591.17 RT
C104 10 824.78 RT C204 2 590.60 RT
C105 10 828.94 RT C205 3 588.88 RT
C106 10 828.94 RT C206 3 588.49 RT
C107 10 828.94 RT C207 3 588.29 RT
C108 10 828.94 RT C208 3 588.32 RT
C109 10 828.94 RT - - - -

Table 8.2: Best Known Solutions Identified by Heuristics for Solomon’s (1987) Bench-
mark C-problems

Problem Nv Distance Authors Problem Nv Distance Authors
RC101 14 1696.94 TBGGP RC201 4 1406.91 M
RC102 12 1554.75 TBGGP RC202 3 1365.645 GCC
RC103 11 1261.67 S98 RC203 3 1049.62 CC
RC104 10 1135.48 CLM RC204 3 798.41 M
RC105 13 1629.44 BBB RC205 4 1297.19 M
RC106 11 1424.73 BBB RC206 3 1146.32 H
RC107 11 1230.48 S97 RC207 3 1061.14 BVH
RC108 10 1139.82 TBGGP RC208 3 828.14 IKMUY

Table 8.3: Best Known Solutions Identified by Heuristics for Solomon’s (1987) Bench-
mark RC-problems
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CLM - J.-F. Cordeau, G. Laporte, and A. Mercier, A Unified Tabu Search Heuristic
for Vehicle Routing Problems with Time Windows, Working Paper CRT-00-03, Centre
for Research on Transportation, Montreal, Canada, 2000.
GTA - L. M. Gambardella, E. Taillard, and G. Agazzi, MACS-VRPTW: A Multiple
Ant Colony System for Vehicle Routing Problems with Time Windows, in New Ideas in
Optimization, D. Corne, M. Dorigo and F. Glover (eds), 63-76, McGraw-Hill, London,
1999.
HG - J. Homberger and H. Gehring, Two Evolutionary Metaheuristics for the Vehicle
Routing Problem with Time Windows, INFOR, VOL. 37, 297-318, (1999).
H - J. Homberger, Verteilt-parallele Metaheuristiken zur Tourenplanung, Gaber, Wies-
baden (2000).
IKMUY - T. Ibaraki, M. Kubo, T. Masuda, T. Uno and M. Yagiura, Effective Lo-
cal Search Algorithms for the Vehicle Routing Problem with General Time Windows,
Working Paper, Department of Applied Mathematics and Physics, Kyoto University,
Japan, 2001.
LLH - H. Li, A. Lim, and J. Huang, Local Search with Annealing-like Restarts to Solve
the VRPTW, Working Paper, Department of Computer Science, National University
of Singapore, 2001.
M - D. Mester, An Evolutionary Strategies Algorithm for Large Scale Vehicle Routing
Problem with Capacitate and Time Windows Restrictions, Working Paper, Institute
of Evolution, University of Haifa, Israel (2002).
RT - Y. Rochat and E.D. Taillard, Probabilistic Diversification and Intensification in
Local Search for Vehicle Routing, Journal of Heuristics 1, 147-167, (1995).
RGP - L.M. Rousseau, M. Gendreau and G. Pesant, Using Constraint-Based Opera-
tors to Solve the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows, Journal of Heuristics,
forthcoming.
SSSD - G. Schrimpf, J. Schneider, H. Stamm-Wilbrandt and G. Dueck, Record Break-
ing Optimization Results Using the Ruin and Recreate Principle, Journal of Compu-
tational Physics 159, 139-171, (2000).
S97 - P. Shaw, A New Local Search Algorithm Providing High Quality Solutions to
Vehicle Routing Problems, Working Paper, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scot-
land, 1997.
S98 - P. Shaw, Using Constraint Programming and Local Search Methods to Solve
Vehicle Routing Problems, In Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming -
CP98, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 417-431, M. Maher and J.-F. Puget (eds),
Springer-Verlag, New York, 1998.
TBGGP - E. Taillard, P. Badeau, M. Gendreau, F. Geurtin, and J.Y. Potvin, A Tabu
Search Heuristic for the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows, Transportation
Science, 31, 170-186, (1997).
GCC - Agnieszka Debudaj-Grabysz, Zbigniew J.Czech and Piotr Czarnas Silesia Uni-
versity of Technology and University of Wroclaw, Poland (2004).
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Comparison of the results of VRPTW algorithms

Author R1 R2 C1 C2 RC1 RC2 CNV/CDT
Garcia etn al. (1994) 12.92 3.09 10.00 3.00 12.88 3.75 436

1317.7 1222.6 877.71 602.3 1473.5 1527.0 65977
Rochat et al. (1995) 12.25 2.91 10.00 3.00 11.88 3.38 415

1208.50 961.72 828.38 589.86 1377.39 1119.59 57231
Potvin et al. (1996) 12.50 3.09 10.00 3.00 12.63 3.38 426

1294.50 1154.4 850.2 594.6 1456.3 1404.8 63530
Taillard et al. (1997) 12.17 2.82 10.00 3.00 11.50 3.38 410

1209.35 980.27 828.38 589.86 1389.22 1117.44 57523
Chiang et al. (1997) 12.17 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.88 3.25 411

1204.19 986.32 828.38 591.42 1397.44 1229.54 58502
Schulze et al. (1997) 12.25 2.82 10.00 3.00 11.75 3.38 414

1239.15 1066.68 828.94 589.93 1409.26 1286.05 60346
Gehring et al. (1999) 12.42 2.82 10.00 3.00 11.88 3.25 415

1198 947 829 590 1356 1440 56942
Cordeau et al. (2001) 12.08 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.50 3.25 407

1210.14 969.57 828.38 589.86 1389.78 1134.52 57556
Gehring et al. (2001) 12.00 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.50 3.25 406

1217.14 961.29 828.63 590.33 1395.13 1139.37 57641
Gambardella et al. (1999) 12.00 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.63 3.25 407

1217.73 967.75 828.38 589.86 1382.42 1129.19 57525
Homberger et al. (1999) 11.92 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.63 3.25 406

1228.06 969.95 828.38 589.86 1392.57 1144.43 57876
Bräsy (2001) 11.92 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.50 3.25 405

1222.12 975.12 828.38 589.86 1389.58 1128.38 57710
Berger et al. (2001) 11.92 2.73 10.00 3.00 11.50 3.25 405

1221.10 975.43 828.48 589.93 1389.89 1159.37 57952

Table 8.4: Comparison the results of Tabu Search algorithms and the best known
metaheuristics (the bottom part, below the line)
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List of procedures

CONTROL of MAIN PROGRAM, RETRIEVE DATA, SAVE SOLUTIONS:

1. procedure KeresesiCiklusokVezerleseListaSzerint(Sender:TObject);

2. procedure KeresesiCiklusokVezerTeljesAdatBazisra(Sender:TObject);

3. procedure EgyKeresesiCiklus(Sender:TObject);

4. procedure MentettAdatokBehivasa(Sender: TObject);

5. procedure MegoldastElment(Sender:TObject; Mirol:PNk; Var MireMut:PNk);

6. procedure MegoldasJavitasaTSMultiStart(Sender:TObject);

7. function LegjobbMegoldasKikeresese(Sender:TObject):Integer;

8. procedure MegoldasListaTorlese(Sender:TObject);

9. procedure MegoldasKirajzolasaTeszteles(Sender:TObject);

10. procedure TalaltMegoldasokMentese(Sender:TObject);

11. procedure MegoldastAdatbazisbaKodolvaLement(Sender:TObject);

12. procedure EredmenyStatisztikaTablaInicializalasa(Sender:TObject);

13. function MegoldasJavitasaRekurziohozAdottCiklusszamigTS(Sender:TObject; Cikl:Integer; Tip:Byte):Byte;

METHODS for INITIAL SOLUTIONS:

14. procedure AlapmegoldasSzekvencialisTavoliRandomMagokkal(Sender:TObject);

15. procedure UtvonalFelepiteseSzekvencialisInsertion(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk);

16. function VarIdoEsMagadatokBeallitasa(Sender:TObject; Hely:PNk):Boolean;

17. procedure KezdetiMegoldaslistaEloallitasa(Sender:TObject);

18. procedure EgyKezdetiMegoldasElozetesUtvonalszamhoz(Sender:TObject);

19. procedure KezdetiMegoldastListaraTesz(Sender:TObject; maxIndex:Integer; Var Tomb:Array of TKezdetiMeg;
Klts:Double; utdb:Integer);

20. procedure ElgyakorisagRegisztralasa(Sender:TObject);

21. procedure EgyUtDepoMagDepo(Sender:TObject; Var ujMag:PNk; MagVevoNev:Integer);

22. function AtlagTC_magkivHatar_ValoszinusegiFaktorokMeghatarozasa(Sender:TObject):Double;

23. procedure TimeConstraintBeallitas(Sender:TObject);

24. procedure VDatTombInicializalasa(Sender:TObject);

25. procedure VDatTombGyakorisagokTorlese(Sender:TObject);

26. procedure KezdetiMegoldasTombTorlese(Sender:TObject; Var Tomb:Array of TKezdetiMeg);
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METHODS for TABU LIST:

27. procedure TabuListaraTesz(Sender:TObject; Mit:Integer; Var Lista:String);

28. function KTabuListanVan(Sender:TObject; ut, v1, v2:Integer; Lista:Byte):Boolean;

29. procedure KTabuListaraTesz(Sender:TObject; ut, v1, v2, Meddig:Integer; Lista:Byte);

30. function NincsATabulistan(Sender:TObject; Mi:Integer; Var Lista:String):Boolean ;

31. function NincsaHListan(Sender:TObject; Szam1, Szam2:Integer; Var Lista:String): Boolean;

32. function IntToHaromKarakter(Sender:TObject; Mit:Integer):String;

33. function HaromKarakterToInt(Sender:TObject; Mit:String):Integer;

34. procedure TabuListarolLevesz(Sender:TObject; Mit:Integer; Var str: String);

35. procedure KTabuListakTorlese(Sender:TObject);

36. procedure TabuListarolLevesz_UtolsoAdottElemet(Sender:TObject; Mit:Integer; Var str:String);

METHODS for TABU SEARCH

37. function ObjectFunction(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk):Double;

38. function EgyTSIteracioVezerleseSorrendiMinKltsValasztassal(Sender:TObject):String;

39. function EgyTSIteracioVezerleseSorrendi_IntraRoutePref(Sender:TObject):String;

40. function EgyTSIteracioVezerleseSorrendi_GH(Sender:TObject):String;

41. function EgyTSIteracioVezerleseRandom_GH(Sender:TObject):String;

42. function EgyTSIteracioVezerlese_UtvAtkapcsolasokkal(Sender:TObject):String;

43. procedure EgyTSIteracioAthelyezesekVegrehajtasa(Sender:TObject; str:String);

44. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore1_0(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, Utan:Integer; megsz,
intenz: Boolean);

45. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore2_0(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, Utan:Integer; megsz,
intenz: Boolean);

46. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore3_0(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, Utan:Integer; megsz,
intenz: Boolean);

47. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore1_1(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, csere2:Integer; in-
tenz: Boolean);

48. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore2_1(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, csere2:Integer; in-
tenz: Boolean);

49. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore3_1(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, csere2:Integer; in-
tenz: Boolean);

50. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore3_2(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, csere2:Integer; in-
tenz:Boolean);
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51. procedure AthelyezEsIntenzivVizsgalatVaridore2_2(Sender:TObject; utrol, csere1, utra, csere2:Integer; in-
tenz: Boolean);

52. procedure IntezivListaAktualizalasa(Sender:TObject);

53. function Kereses2_Optcserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

54. function Kereses1_0Cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

55. function Kereses2_0Cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

56. function Kereses3_0cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

57. function Kereses1_1cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

58. function Kereses2_1cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

59. function Kereses3_1cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

60. function Kereses3_2cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

61. function Kereses2_2cserekkel(Sender:TObject):String;

62. function KeresesIntraRouteCserekkelOrOpt(Sender:TObject):String;

63. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres1_0(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez, Utan:PLista; k1e, K1u:Double;
ut1:Integer):String;

64. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres2_0(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez1, athelyez2,Utan:PLista; k1e, K1u:Double;
ut1:Integer):String;

65. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres3_0(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez1, athelyez2, athelyez3,Utan:PLista; k1e,
K1u:Double; ut1:Integer):String;

66. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres1_1(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez, Utan:PLista; Mut:PNk; k1e:Double):String;

67. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres2_1(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez1, athelyez2, Utan:PLista; Mut:PNk;
k1e:Double):String;

68. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres3_1(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez1, athelyez2, athelyez3, Utan:PLista;
Mut:PNk; k1e:Double):String;

69. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres3_2(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez1, athelyez2, athelyez3, Utan:PLista;
Mut:PNk; k1e:Double):String;

70. function LegjobbPoziciotKeres2_2(Sender:TObject; Elotte, athelyez1, athelyez2, Utan:PLista; Mut:PNk;
k1e:Double):String;

71. function CserelehetosegekKikereseseRekurziohozKltsKorlattal_Alap(Sender:TObject; csNev:Integer): String;

72. function CserelehetosegekKikereseseRekurziohoz_OrOpt(Sender:TObject; csNev: Integer): String;

73. function CsereListaKurtitasaMeretre_RandomKivalasztassal(Sender:TObject; str: String):String;

74. function CsereListaRendezeseKoltsegSzerint(Sender:TObject; str: String):String;

75. function CserelehetosegekKikereseseKltsKorlattal_Alap(Sender:TObject; eNev, uNev: Integer; Csere: PLista;
Ut1:PNk; KltsKorlat:Double): String;

76. procedure MegoldasVizsgalata(Sender:TObject);
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77. procedure OscillacioEsBeallitasok(Sender:TObject);

78. procedure RandomOscillationCsere(Sender:TObject; cseredb:Byte);

79. procedure RandomOscillationBeszuras(Sender:TObject; db:Byte);

80. function OscillationUtvonalakAtkotesevel(Sender:TObject):Byte;

81. procedure KombinaltOscillation(Sender:TObject; BeszNo, CsereNo:Byte);

82. function BeszurasiHelyekKereseseOscillaciohoz(Sender:TObject; Ut:PNk; ElemNev:Integer; KltsKorl:Double):String;

83. function KoltsegCsokkentesIntraRouteCserekkelOrOpt_LegjobbVegrahajtva(Sender:TObject): Boolean;

METHODS for GUIDED ROUTE ELIMINATION:

84. procedure KeresesMenedzsment(Sender:TObject; sorsz:Byte);

85. function EgyKeresesiBlok(Sender:TObject; mCikl, TLHossz, KivFv:Byte):Boolean;

86. function UtvonalMegszunteteseRekCiklusban_JavitassalEsHibaesetenKltsCsokkentessel
(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

87. function UnroutedVevoBeszurasaKltsKorlattalEsOrOptInsertion(Sender:TObject; ElemNev: Integer): Boolean;

88. procedure UtvonalraOrOptSzerintfelfuz(Sender:TObject; LegUt:PNk; LegEVevo, ujVevo:PLista);

89. function VevoKeresesTimeConstrNelkuliBeszurashoz(Sender:TObject; Nev:Integer):Boolean;

90. function TWindowSerulesHelyetVisszaad(Sender:TObject; segedUt:PNk):PLista;

91. function VevoBeszurasaIREsValoszinuKombinaciokkal(Sender:TObject; Utra:PNk; Elott:PLista; Nev:Integer):Boolean;

92. function UnroutedVevoBeszurasaLegjobbHelyreKoltsegKorlattal(Sender:TObject; ElemNev:Integer; KltsKo-
rlat:Double):Boolean;

93. function BeszurandoVevoKivalasztasaRekurzioban(Sender:TObject):PLista;

94. procedure NkListanMutatotAthidal(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk);

95. procedure ListaAthidalastMegszuntet(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk);

96. procedure MaximalisEsAtlagosUtMeghatarozasa(Sender:TObject);

97. function RekurzivBeszurasCserekkel(Sender:TObject; ElemNev:Integer; Melyseg:Integer): Boolean;

98. procedure VevotLecserel(Sender:TObject; LevutSzam, Levesz, Ratesz:Integer);

99. procedure VevotLecserel_OrOpt(Sender:TObject; utSzam, Levesz, Ratesz:Integer);

100. procedure VevotVisszaCserel_OrOpt(Sender:TObject; utSzam, Levesz, Ratesz:Integer);

101. function OrOptAlgoritmusAdottUtra(Sender:TObject; Ut:PNk):String;

102. function CseretKeresAzElsoMegfeleloig(Sender:TObject; csere:Integer):String;

103. function UtvonalKivalasztasaRekurziohoz(Sender:TObject; Tip:Byte):Boolean;

104. procedure RekurzioManagementListaAktualizalasa(Sender:TObject; Ind, db:Integer);
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105. function RekurzioManagementErteketVisszaad(Sender:TObject; szint:Byte):LongInt;

106. function UtvonalFeltolteseRekurzioUtan(Sender:TObject; M0:PNk; mcikl:Byte):Integer;

107. procedure UtvonalszamcsokkentesVezerlese(Sender:TObject);

108. function LegjobbBeszurasiHelyKereseseUnroutedVevohozKoltsegKorlattalEgyUtra (Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk;
ElemNev:Integer):String;

109. function EgyUtvonalatMegprobalMegszuntetni(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

110. function MaradekElemekKiertekelese(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

111. function BestLongUtKetUtvonalKombinalasavalKltsKorlattal(Sender: TObject; U1, U2:PNk):String;

112. procedure AdottVevoKornyezetehezTartozoVevokKikeresese(Sender:TObject; Nev:Integer; fok:Double);

113. procedure AdottVevoKornyezetehezTartozoUtvonalLista(Sender:TObject);

114. function RekurzionBeluliJavitasRegionbanUthosszNovelessel(Sender:TObject; vNev:Integer; fok:Double):Boolean;

115. function RekurzivCsereMelyKeresesben(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

116. function LegtavolabbiInfeasibleHelyreFelfuz(Sender:TObject; Mit:PLista):PLista;

117. procedure CostRedCiklusszamokBeallitasa(Sender:TObject);

118. procedure REkozbeniKltsKontrolGyakorisagBeallitasa(Sender:TObject);

119. procedure MegszuntethetoUtakKeresese(Sender:TObject);

120. function EmelkedoKoltsegTrend(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

121. procedure dKltsTrendRegisztralasa(Sender:TObject; dKlts:Double);

122. procedure UtkivalasztasiStatisztikaTorleseInit(Sender:TObject);

123. procedure GyakorisagErtekekTorlese(Sender:TObject);

124. procedure RekGyakorisagokTorleseVagyAttoltese(Sender:TObject; T:Byte);

125. procedure MozgasGyakorisagokBeallitasaRekurziohoz100(Sender:TObject);

126. function DepoIndulasiIdotVisszaad(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk):Double;

127. function VarakozasiIdoMeghatarozasaEgyUton(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk): Double;

128. function VarakozasiIdoMeghatarozasaEgyUtonTWindowSerulesnel(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk): Double;

129. procedure OsszesVarakozasiIdoMeghatarozasa(Sender:TObject);

130. function VarakozasiIdoMeghatarozasaAdottElen(Sender:TObject; ut, ba:Integer):Double;

SLAVE METHODS:

131. function UtonLevoDb(Sender:TObject): Integer;

132. function UtakSzama(Sender:TObject; Elso:PNk):Integer;

133. procedure UtonVanLogikaiValtozoFalsraAllitasa(Sender:TObject);
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134. function Totalkoltseg(Sender:TObject; Kezd:PNk):Double;

135. function EgyUtHossza(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk):Double;

136. function EgyUtHosszaServiceIdovel(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk):Double;

137. function EgyUtRakomanya(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk):Double;

138. function AtlagTimeConstMeghatarozasaEgyUtra(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk):Double;

139. procedure UtvonalMasolatotKeszit(Sender:TObject; Mirol, Mire:PLista);

140. function NincsaNevAzNkListan(Sender:TObject; Mi:Integer):Boolean;

141. function NincsaPListan(Sender:TObject; Mi:Integer; MelyikLista:PLista):Boolean;

142. procedure AdatokatMegoldasAdatbazisbanFeljebbTolja(Sender:TObject; utolso:Integer);

143. procedure VevotLeveszAdottutrolNevalapjan(Sender:TObject; LevutSzam, Levesz:Integer);

144. function UtvonalMegszuntetese(Sender:TObject; Pt:Pnk):PNk;

145. function VevokSzamaAzUton(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk):Integer;

146. function VevoAzonositokSzorzataAzUton(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk):Double;

147. function VevokSzamaAzUtonFeltetelMellett(Sender:TObject; Utvonal:PNk; IdoAblak:Double): Integer;

148. function VevokSzamaAPListan(Sender:TObject; Lista:Plista):Integer;

149. function PNKmutatotNevAlapjanKikeres(Sender:TObject; nev:Integer):PNk;

150. function ElozoVevoMutatotVisszaad(Sender:TObject; utSzam, Vevo:Integer):PLista;

151. function UtvonalNevetVisszaad(Sender:TObject; Mut:PNk; vNev:Integer):Integer;

152. function VevoMutatotVisszaad(Sender:TObject; utSzam, Vevo:Integer):PLista;

153. function PNKmutatotUtSorszamaAlapjanKikeres(Sender:TObject; Ssz:Integer):PNk;

154. function KetVevoTavolsaga(Sender:TObject; Egyik, Masik:Integer):Double;

155. procedure FelfuzNk(Sender:TObject; var Mire:PNk; Var Mit:PNk);

156. procedure NkListaTorlese(Sender:TObject; Var Kezd:PNk);

157. procedure VevoFelfuzesePListaVegere(Sender:TObject; Var Mire, Mit:PLista);

158. procedure LegjobbBolKapcsolatokEloallitasa(Sender:TObject);

159. procedure Utvonalrafelfuz(Sender:TObject; Magut:PNk; Miutan:PLista; Var Mit:PLista);

160. function KeresettNevNincsAListan(Sender:TObject; Var Lista: PLista; Neve:Integer):Boolean;

161. function VevotFelfuzAdottNevUtan(Sender:TObject; mitCserel, miutan:Integer): Integer;

162. function VevotFelfuzAdottutraAdottnevUtan(Sender:TObject; ratesz, UtNev, miutan:Integer): Integer;

163. function VevotFelfuzAdottNevEle(Sender:TObject; mitCserel, miele:Integer): Integer;

164. function TimeEfficiencyMeghatarozasa(Sender:TObject):Double;
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165. function BeszurasiLehetosegekSzamaMasUtra(Sender:TObject):Integer;

166. function CsereLehetosegekSzama(Sender:TObject):Integer;

167. function VanKozosElemeAKetNemDepovalKezdodoPListanak(Sender:TObject; Pl1, Pl2:Plista): Boolean;

168. function SulyozottVevoszamaMaradekListan(Sender:TObject):Double;

169. procedure AdottVevotLeszedNkListarol(Sender:TObject; Mit:Integer; Mut:PNk);

170. procedure BeszurtElemetSegedUtrolLevesz(Sender:TObject; Sut:PLista; VNev:Integer);

171. function SzabadUtnevetKivalaszt(Sender:TObject):Integer;

172. function UtvonalEgyikElemetLekapcsoljaEsVisszaadja(Sender:TObject):PLista;

173. procedure UtvonalrolTorol(Sender:TObject; Magut:PNk; Mit:PLista);

174. procedure UtVonalrolTorolNevAlapjan(Sender:TObject; Ut:PNk; Mit:Integer);

175. procedure UtvonalrolLekapcsolDeNemTorol(Sender:TObject; Magut:PNk; Var Mit:PLista);

176. procedure PListarolMutatotLekapcsolDeNemTorol(Sender:TObject; Var Kezdete: PLista; Var Mit:PLista);

177. procedure PListarolTorolNevAlapjan(Sender:TObject; Var Kezdete: PLista; Mit:Integer);

178. function Felfuzheto(Sender: TObject; Magut:PNk; Elotte:PLista; Koze:Integer; Utanna:PLista; str:String):String;

179. procedure PListaTorlese(Sender:TObject; Var Kezd:PLista);

180. function ElfogytakaVevok(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

181. function ElfogytakaKulsoMagok(Sender:TObject):Boolean;

182. function UtvonalVevoitStringkentTarolja(Sender:TObject; Ut:PNk):String;

183. function UtvonalatStringbolVisszaAllit(Sender:TObject; str:String; Mut:Pnk):PNk;

184. function PontossagMeghatarozasa(Sender:TObject):Double;

185. function UtakKornyezetenekTavoliVevoi(Sender:TObject):Integer;

TEST METHODS:

186. procedure NkListatKiir(Sender:TObject; Var Mit:PNk);

187. procedure PListatKiir(Sender:TObject; Mit:Plista);

188. procedure UtvonalakKiirasa(Sender:TObject);

189. procedure EljarasokRegisztralasa(Sender:TObject; No:Integer);

190. procedure KapottMegoldasEllenorzeseIdoablakokra(Sender:TObject);

191. procedure PublikaltUtakBetolteseEsEllenorzeseRC105(Sender:TObject);

192. procedure PublikaltUtakBetolteseEsEllenorzeseR110(Sender:TObject);

193. procedure Utvonalteszt(Sender:TObject);
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194. procedure UtvonalEllenorzesVaridokre(Sender:TObject);

195. procedure UtvonalakMegjelenitese(Sender:TObject; Mit1, Mit2:PNk);

196. procedure NemMegfeleloVevoadatKeresese(Sender:TObject; Hol:PNk);

197. function MegvanAzOsszesVevo(Sender:TObject; Hol:PNk; St:String):Boolean;

198. procedure TombotKilistaz(Sender:TObject; Tomb:Array of Integer);

199. procedure BeszurasiLehetosegekSzamaMasUtraKiiras(Sender:TObject);

200. procedure CsereLehetosegekSzamaUtonBelulisKiiras(Sender:TObject);

201. procedure MegoldaslistaKiirasa(Sender:TObject);

202. procedure MegoldaslistaKiirasaIsmetlodoErtekek(Sender:TObject);

203. procedure VevoTombAdatokKiirasa(Sender:TObject);

204. procedure GyakorisagErtekekKiirasa(Sender:TObject);

205. procedure KezdetiMegoldaslistaKiirasa(Sender:TObject);

206. procedure BeszurasiGyakorisagokKiirasa(Sender:TObject);
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A Ph.D dissertáció összefoglalója

Szerző: Csiszár Sándor
Cím: Optimum-kereső eljárások logisztikai problémák megoldására

Napjainkat a világot átfogó gazdasági- pénzügyi- és informatikai rendszerek jellemzik,
illetve ezek további fejlődése várható. Ha ez a megállapítás nem is elegendő korunk
jellemzésére a disszertáció támája szempontjából alapvető fontosságú. Összetettségük-
ből, méretükből adódóan ezek a rendszerek érzékenyek a változásokra és zavaró hatá-
sokra. A folyamatok irányítása nemcsak a gazdasági versenyelőnyök, hanem a minőség
és megbízhatóság szempontjából is fontos. Ezek a kérdések szorosan összefüggenek a
rendszerek modellezésével, az alkalmazott információs- szimulációs- és intelligens rend-
szerek alkalmazásával, sőt ezek nélkül a mai összetettségű és méretű rendszerek nem
is működtethetők.

A disszertáció bevezető részében a termelési rendszerekben alkalmazott mesterséges
intelligencia módszerekről található egy rövid összefoglaló. Ez átvezet a logisztika
területére, mivel a disszertáció konkrét témája a statikus optimalizálás (Vehicle Rout-
ing with Time Windows) jobban kötődik a logisztikához.
Az második fejezetben a logisztikai rendszerek kialakulását, fejlődését és jövő tenden-
ciáit tekintem át, különös figyelmet fordítva az alkalmazott intellgens rendszerekre és
kutatási irányokra. A harmadik fejezet VRP variációit, leggyakrabban alkalmazott
heurisztikákat és algoritmusokat ismerteti a kezdeti megoldás előállításától a meta-
heurisztikákig. A negyedik fejezet -a tanulmány leghosszabb része- tartalmaz egy ki-
dolgozott megoldást az útvonal optimalizálásra. Az első rész megoldást ad szekven-
ciális és párhuzamos útvonal felépítésre -eddig még nem ismertetett célfüggvény és
egy valószínûségi függvény alkalmazásával. A hibrid kétfázisú metaheurisztika első
fázisa, az útvonalszám csökkentés új megoldás, eredményeként az irodalomban talál-
ható adatoknál lényegesen gyorsabban minden Solomon tesztproblémánál megtalálja
az eljárás a legalacsonyabb útvonalszámot. A második fázis a tabu keresés is több
új megoldást tartalmaz (dinamikus tabu lista és új tabu menedzsment). Az ötödik
fejezetben rövid ismertető található a kifejlesztett számítógépes programról (a for-
ráskód CD mellékleten- az eljárások listája az appendixben található). A hatodik
fejezet az eredményeket, részletes futtatási adatokat és nemzetközi összehasonlításokat
tartalmazza, valamint felvázolja egy jővőbeli megoldás tervezett algoritmusát adaptív
memoria programozásra és nagyméretű problémákra kidolgozva. Az appendixben az
említetteken túl a valaha talált legjobb megoldások találhatók. A disszertációt iro-
dalomjegyzék zárja.

Csiszár Sándor
Budapest, 2006. július



Abstract of the Ph.D dissertation

Author: Sándor Csiszár
Title: Optimization approaches for logistic problems

Our age is characterized by golbalization and worldwide economic- financial- and
information systems and their further development can be prognosed. Although these
attributes don’t describe our world sufficiently they are vitally important for the sub-
ject of this dissertation. These systems are sensitive for changes and disturbances
coming from their magnitude and complexity. To manage these systems it is impor-
tant not only from competitive advantages but from quality and reliability point of
view. These questions have close relationship with system modelling, with the appli-
cation of information- simulation- and intelligent systems. Very large and complex
systems can not be operated efficiently without that.

In the introduction a short summary can be found about the intelligent methods
applied in manufacturing systems. This leads to the domain of logistics because the
exact subject of this dissertation is the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows
having close relationship to logistics. Chapter 2 gives an overview about the develop-
ment of logistics and its future trend underlining the research directions and applica-
tions of intelligent systems. Chapter 3 describes VRP variants, the most frequently
used heuristics and algorithms from initial solutions to metaheuristics. Chapter 4 -the
largest part of the study- describes the developed solution for the Vehicle Routing
Problem with Time Windows. Its first section gives methods for the sequential and
parallel route construction -with a new object function for insertion heuristics and a
probability function for seed selection. The first phase of the hybrid heuristic is a new
competitive solution for route elimination, that gives the ever found best number of
routes at all Solomon problem instances within shorter time than any solution pub-
lished so far. The second phase is the tabu search contains also some new solutions
(dynamic tabu list and a new tabu management). Chapter 5 is about the developed
computer program, additionally visualize a computational run per problem type. The
source code is on the attached CD ROM. The list of applied procedures can be seen
in the appendix. Chapter 6 contains computational results, international comparison
and outlines an adaptive memory programming algorithm for large scale problems as
a future plan. The appendix -addition to described so far- includes the ever found best
solutions. At the end of the study a bibliography can be found.

Sándor Csiszár
Budapest, July 2006.
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